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Don't be misled. This paper is still a two-section novelty. Just go to page 19, pull out the
middle pages, fold and voila! Two sections.
This week, although smaller, offers a bevy of
variety...NEWS...Carpetgate
continues as VP
Watson
has
resigned from
the Students'
Union "for
real". Check
out
Amal
Moussaoui's
run down on
the events at
the last BOD
meeting for details.
Mark Heasley has an awesome article on the people around town, and
how they really feel about us. Sock it to 'em,
EveIyn!...OPINION...Not only can he lay out a
great paper, but Paul McLean takes centre
stage in this week's editorial. Thanks for the
increase in letters
this week.Nice
or nasty, we
love to get
them
FEATURE
....Yeah, it's
only a game but
it matters to us.
Read
on
up
Lauder's favorite obses
sion
pigskin. Best of luck,
Zmich...SPORTS...More football, yaaah! We
won! We won! I lee. I lee. Stephanie Thomas
contributed an excellent article about women
entering that omnious cavern of iron
Laurier's Weight Room. Time to stake a
claim ENTERTAINMENT A slew of bands
this week. The Gurus of Grease, Kevin Clay
and Shawn Windsor bring in a brand new feature this week restaurant reviews! Their first
stop, Sonny's. Check it out. Chuck,
Entertainment Editor guy,
wants everyone to
look for his bug.
Find it, and
receive
the
hottest new
releases in
town.... NSK..I
love the lovely
bratwurst reference. But honestly Anton, keep
up the insanity...
Well, we were out a little
earlier this week, and Paul seems to be getting
the colour back in his cheeks. Or is that radiation burn? One last thing, a big sloppy thank
you to all the the volunteers who have been
helping out lately. Please come back. We need
you. See ya next week. Hope this issue gets
you through Cramped 101!
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Cramped classrooms and a limited selection of elective courses greeted some first
year Laurier students last week, as sclux)l
administrators worked to accommodate
an enlarged freshman class.
Traditional favourite first year lectures,
such as Sociology, Physical Education and
English have become "pressure points" in
the university, said Assistant VP:
Registrarial Services Jim Wilgar.
In some areas, Wilgar said, the stress
is "greater this year than it has ever been,"
with some students being unable to
choose these disciplines for electives.
Wilgar estimated the number of students with serious scheduling problems
to be between 50 and 100. Most of these
students were registered after the spring
and summer admission periods.
Seating in popular introductory
Biology lectures, for example, has been
stretched to capacity. Biology professor
Dr. Terry Macintosh said that his first BI
100 class in rcx)m 2-201 had a surplus of
about 15 students.
Students' Union President Ralph
Spoltore described the situation as "an
absolute joke".
Considering the amount of money
that students invest in the university,
Spoltore said, they deserve to have adequate classroom conditions and a sufficient selection of elective courses.
"Last year it was the phones,
he
added, "and this year it's this. It seems
that we keep needing to try our first year
students."
A significant Overall increase in first
year admissions a jump of 7.2 per cent
from 1274 students in 1993-94 contributed to the problem in the first year
"

3
11
15
19
24
29
30

-

-

lectures.

Although the size of the incoming

class has actually decreased from a peak
of 1645 in 1991-92, the upswing is still
placing a strain on academic resources.
Another contributing factor occurred
in July of 1994. Al this time, the
Enrollment Management Committee
(EMC) an advisory body to the President
on matters of enrollment decided to
admit 75 more students to the University.
These students, said Director of
Admissions George Granger, were sent
"good faith" offers of admission.
Included in these offers, he said, were
warnings of possible future difficulties in
choosing courses.
Although late admissions are being
accommodated with regard to their
required core classes, it is unlikely that all
students will be enrolled in all of their
chosen elective credits.
The move to increase enrollment and
to admit the students late in the process
were both undertaken in the name of single goal: financial management.
Dr. Roland Smith, the new VP:
Academic and Chair of the EMC, said that
the need to "maximize revenues" via
increased enrollment is a fairly common
dilemma faced by Canadian universities.
The Ontario government, Dr. Smith
explained, has a "corridor" within which
a university's enrollment is expected to
fall. At certain points, the figures can
"bulge", as institutions seek to find the
greatest benefits from the system.
During times of "shrinking budgets
and dwindling funding," he added, "universities seek a balancing act between
resources and class sizes. We have to
make certain sacrifices in order to provide
the best possible education for under-

-

graduate students."
WLU's
Finance
and
VP:
Administration, Dr. Andrew Berczi,
agreed with this sentiment. He said that

the increase was a sign of "financial and
budget strain" within the university.
By pumping up enrollment, Dr. Berczi
said that the university was meeting the
provincial government's guideline for
increased access, set by Education
Minister Dave Cooke at three per cent.
Also, Dr. Berczi said that the increase
would allow the administration to hold
the line on tuition increases.
Dr. Berczi said, that by admitting more
students, the university was able to shave
the proposed ten per cent tuition hike
down to eight per cent. This action will
cost Laurier 400 000 dollars, revenue that
must be made up elsewhere in the system.

The new Science Building will also
provide much needed space upon its
completion in the upcoming months, he
added. In fact, if it were not for the
increase in revenue from government
funding and tuition dollars, this venture
may not have been possible.
First year students, however, continue
to be caught in the middle of the ongoing
quest to stretch administrative budgets.
For now, however, they have little choice
but to remain patient.
Granger said that he can appreciate
the "frustration and stress" of those students who were inconvenienced. The
administration, he continued, always
takes measures to "make first year students' experience as comfortable as possible."

However, he added that problems are
a "function of reality when dealing with
5200 undergraduates."
"I don't want to pretend that everything will be fixed," he said in reference
to class size and the lack of choice for
electives. "Some students won't get everything they want. I'm hoping that students
will be flexible."

WATSON,
KELI
PICTURE:
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Wilf's carpet sparks
Students' Union conflict
AMAL MOUSSAOUI

expansion.

Cord News
The events that led up to the resignation of one Vice President, the
questioning of one Board Of

Directors' (BOD) confidence by
another and the general uncomfortable air hovering over the BOD's
actions, were due to a lack of communication and the need for power
checks.
The issue that brought a
great controversy to the
BOD was the new carpet at
Will's. The $1,800 budget

However, given new information, the OMB, overturned the
BOD's decision due to the cheap
rates they were able to get the new
carpet at, and the fact that Wilfs
was getting a new image, and a
new carpet would complement its
overall look.
"It was under $3000, we were

Although all that was needed at
the time, was a phone call on the
OMB's part to inform all BOD
memters of their decision. This lack
of communication led to the upset
which occured in the September 9
BOD meeting.
Did any of the OMB members
expect the events that unfolded that
afternoon?

under the impression that to oper-

VP Finance, Watson,
chose to submit her

expenditure for this carpet
was of greater consequence
than was first thought. The
method in which it was
approved has caused a great
deal of friction which might
have otherwise been avoided.
It all started when the
Operations and Management
Board, (OMB) which runs
the day to day activities of the student government, and is composed
of the Student Union President and
his Vice President, three appointed
Vice Presidents, President of
Student Publications, General
Manager and WLU Grad President,
overturned the Board Of Directors
decision to not purchase a new carpet for WilPs.
Prior to this, the BOD had made
the decision to not put in the carpet
based on the fact that it will have to
be replaced in less than a year, due

"Not at all", emphasized Aileen
McPherson, Vice President
Marketing, "We were prepared to make an apology
for lack of communication.
Ralph did apologize on
behalf of all of us."

resignation again,
this time voluntarily,
calling the incident
"quite ridiculous."

to the Students' Union Building

the Students' Union, sometimes
decisions had to be made quickly,"
said Scott McCormick, VP University
Affairs, of the decision to include
the carpet in the budget.
"1 take full responsibility for the
lack of communication," said Ralph
Spoltore, Students' Union president.
The lack of communication
came from the OMB members not
contacting all BOD members during
the summer, to inform them of the
decision to overturn an expenditure
which the BOD specifically said no
to, after discussion.
ate

The events that unfolded

in the Board meeting,
which McCormick characterized as being "a vulgar
display of power," were
based upon the 28-OMB,
section 111 policy. The policy states that if the OMB
choose to "contravene policy of the Board of Directors, should
the Order not be ratified at the next
meeting of the Board, the appointed members of the Operations
Management Board shall offer their
resignations to the Board of
Directors effective immediately."
Chris Bradley, BOD member,
indicated that going against policy
would "set a dangerous precedent."
Having said this, the BOD,
which was concerned over the
OMB's actions, listened to Spoltore's

apology and then proceeded to fail
the motion to buy a new carpet.

Neighbour tires of
students' sex and stunts
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News
Having lived on Hazel St. .since 1958, one tends to
take Evelyn Willigar's opinion as Fact when she
says that "Laurier used to be a really good university up until 5 years ago, when the students really
started to get olivnoxious".
Among the variety of experiences with students
over those years, she has found two students hav-

HEASLY
MARK
PtCTURE

ing sex in her backyard and leaving their underwear behind in their hasty escape. She's had a
-

birdbath so heavy that five people are needed to
lift it stolen three times. She's had a garden ripped
up. She's also found three students urinating in her
driveway.
"It's not the students who live nearby that we
have problems with," Mrs. Willigar continued.
"Students are just like anyone else, get a drink into
them and they don't know what they're doing,"
Her husband Kenneth shares her feelings
"Students don't Ixxher me, but if they say something to me I'm going to answer them back. I
walk every day, and when I ask some kid on a
bike to please not drive on the sidewalk I just get a
dirty look or they say something mean," he said.
Then a grin split his face as he continued, "I might
just start walking with a stick that I can jam in their
spokes."
Tile Willigars then s[x>ke of their concern that
the whole area of Fir St., Beech St., and Hazel St.
seem to be slated for expansion into a student
ghetto. "They [WLIJj are running out of space to
expand. I got a call that asked me if I might be
interested in selling my house and if I had anywhere to go," Mrs. Willigar rememlxjred. <cWell fd
never even considered it before, so I told them
that yes, 1 did have two places to go Heaven or
Hell. They didn't phone back."
The Willigar s will continue to live on Hazel St.
albeit a bit more cautiously. "I've got a statue of
the Virgin Mary that my grandson made," Mrs.
WiLligar finished, "but I'm afraid to even try putting
-

it out on the lawn."

HEASLY
MARK
PICTURE:
Having failed the motion, the
three appointed Vice Presidents,
Alison Watson, Vl' Finance; Aileen
McPherson, VP Marketing; and
Shannon Costigan,VP Student
Activities were asked to submit their
resignations. The resignations were

immediately not accepted.
Following the meeting the VP
Finance, Watson, chose to submit
her resignation again, this time voluntarily, calling the incident "quite
ridiculous."
It also invoked a statement by
VP Marketing, McPherson that the
action of the BOD "compels me to
believe there is a lack of confidence
in the workings of this Board."
McPherson said that the BOD
"was looking to prove a point, they
were kx)king to flex their muscles
and since the policy read that way,
the three of us got the shaft."
McPherson further stated that
the OMB's actions should have
been discussed as a separate issue
from that of the carpet, and perhaps
in a different setting.
During the 7 to 5 vote to refuse
the carpet, it became clear that
certain BOD members were in fact
unaware of the ramifications which
would ensue should the motion
carry.
"Ignorance is no excuse, if

they're putting their hands up just
localise others are, that's inexcusable," said Spoltore.
This sway vote factor was particularly disconcerting in this case,
since the vote caused such unexpected consequences.
"I think they (BOD members)
were misled, they thought they
were voting for something they
didn't know about," said Spoltore.
"Now that we have lost Alison,
we have to bind ourselves togeth-

er," McCormick stated.
Wadden has been
appointed VP Finance to replace
Watson.
"I will work harder to become a

Jason

better President," Spoltore declared.
McPherson indicates that "now I
feel like I have to always be looking over my shoulder."
The OMB policy is currently under
review by BOD memlx'r Brad Ross,
who will make a recommendation
to scrap the requirement for the
VP's to resign.
"We're in for some friction,"
McCormick said, "we're in for a
bumpy ride, some growing pains,
but Jason will do an excellent job.
Me and Ralph will make it our mission to make sure we're right on

speed."

Is anyone safe!
INGRID NIELSEN
Cord News
It's 12:15 a.m., and there are several people milling about Laurier's
campus. It should he safe to walk
home, you ponder in a slightly
intoxicated

dark figures appear.
"There's the BACCHUS guy
from last week," one yells out.
"Let's kick the shit out of him."
Surprised, you turn and wave
in a jovial manner. In response, a

fist
plows
straight into
your fore-

state.

You decide
take the little
lane way off
B ouckaert
parking lot to
get to Bricker
to

SWLECURIUTY

PICTURE:FOM

Avenue. It's
dark, but hey,
it's quicker.
Walking up
the ramp, a

bright light shines in the distance,
and is momentarily blinding. The
actual lane way remains pitch
black.
Mixed in the shadows, four

lie ad.

You
drop to the
pavement,
unconscious
and bleed-

and
ing,
although you
don't remember, the four

figures continue to kick and stomp your life-

less lxxly.
The victim is not a female, nor
is it a smaller person. This was an
Continued Page 9
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Have you made the Bag O' Crime?
Hospital by his rcximmate at which
point the roommate reported the
incident to this office.
The next day he reported that

From the offices of Peter [org,
Uturier's Acting Chief of Security
And Guide Through Vie Midnight
Darkness
Cause Disturbance
0115 Hrs Wed Sept. 14/94
Officers responded to a report of
several individuals making a lot of
noise and one of them running
around in his undershorts. They
had just left Wilfs and after being
warned about their behaviour went
home as instructed.

approx. $60 was missing from his
pocket. The incident is under
investigation and officers are following up on some leads.

severe cramps.
Indecent Act
0130 Hrs Fri. Sept. 16/94
A male WLU student was arrested
after being observed exposing himself in lot *7. He was released into
the custody of his friend and will he
dealt with by the DAC.

Cause Disturbance

Trespassing

1815 Hrs Wed Sept. 14/94
Two individuals were heard shouting loudly near the entrance to the
Peters Building. Both were requested to keep the noise clown. They

Attempted Theft
0125 Hrs Wed Sept. 14/94
Officers observed two males carrying a flashing road hazard sign
which had been placed at a hole in
the roadway on University Ave. A
chase ensued and the suspects were
lost after entering MacDonald
i louse Residence. The matter is still

complied.
Theft Under $1000
A WLIJ student reported that her
wallet was stolen when she left it
unattended for a few moments on
the fourth floor of the Library. No
suspects.
Mischief
0240 Hrs Thurs. Sept. 15/94
Persons unknown had ripped a
large number of flowers from the
flower bed at the corner of
University and Hazel. No suspects.

under investigation.

Robbery
0340 Hrs Wed Sept. 14/94
A male WLU student was accosted
on his way home from Wilfs at
approx. 2300 Hrs.
The victim claims that as he was
walking up the driveway leading
from lot #7 a group of 3 or 4 males
approached him making comments
that led him to believe they had a
personal vendetta against him.
lie was struck on the side of the
head, pulled to the ground and was
kicked by the suspects.
The victim stated that he blacked
out and when he came to went
home and was taken to KW

Medical Assistance
1935 Hrs Thurs. Sept. 15/94
An officer responded to a report
that an individual had passed out at
the Peters Building. An ambulance
was called and he was transported
to KW

Hospital.

Medical Assistance

0125 Hrs Fri. Sept. 16/94
A WIT! student was transported to
KW Hospital as a result of experi-

encing

Suspicious Persons
0210 Hrs Sat Sept. 17/94
Officers spoke to 3 male WLU students who seemed to he loitering in
the Conrad Residence quad area.
All 3 were intoxicated and were
attempting to locate one ot their
girlfriends who was a resident of the
dorm. No further action was taken.

202 Regina.
Mischief
0920 Hrs Sat Sept. 17/94
A resident of Willison Hall
that someone had broken the driver's side window of his vehicle
0100-0200 Hrs.
Note

0230 Hrs Fri. Sept. 16/94
While on routine patrol the duty
officer found that a section of the
construction fence was down. On
checking further an intoxicated male
was found sitting on the floor inside
the building. The subject was
charged with trespassing and transported home.

0230 Sat Sept. 17/94

During the period Sept. 12 to Sept.
18 several provincial offence notices

unknown had torn down
a parking sign in the lot situated at

were issued for contraventions of
the Liqour Licence Act.

Mischief
Person(s)

w

Missing Person Reported
0245 Hrs Fri. Sept. 16/94
A don in Bouckaert Residence
reported that one of the residents
who had been brought home from
the Turret due to her intoxicated
condition was missing and could
not be found.
A search of the dorm was con-

sMV5

-'*"
•:

Quitpr

»le Cord Guide conies out the
beginning of next month.

ducted as well as other residences
with negative results.
At 0430 Mrs the don called
reporting that the missing young
lady had returned. She had been
off campus with some of her
friends.

If you don't want your phone number
printed in the Cord Guide,
us Kpow up at
The Cord offices by Sept.3o.

Cause Disturbance
2230 Hrs Fri. Sept. 16/94
Two U of W students were evicted
from the Turret for fighting. Both
were issued with written trespass
warnings and escorted off campus.
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Big Brother is watching
Students' Union might install security cameras to deter theft
ANDREW

"IRV"

HOPPER
Cord News

Talks have begun to upgrade
the current insurance policy
and security in the Student
Union Building.
"1 have talked with some of
the Board of Directors and the
Management
Operations
Board (OMB) about looking at
our insurance coverage the
way it exists right now and
what we want in the future."
said Tim Hranka, Manager of
at
Operations
Business
WLUSU.
If the Board decides to
look into the matter they will
modify the current policy or
obtain separate insurance to
cover smaller amounts of

thefts. Over the summer a
number of items were stolen
from the Students Union
Building.
The current insurance policy The Canadian Universities
Reciprocal
insnranee

Exchaage

certain areas like computers
and other things that can easily

be stolen."
Hranka did not know
when the changes could take
place. "It is a case of priorities
to do which
tilings first."
There are ideas

being discussed
about installing

(C.U.R.1.E.),
which is in
th
e
in
expressed
Union
interest of
the universities across Canada, covers
everything from theft to liability. However, C.U.R.I.E. has a
$10,000 deductible in its insur-

surveillance cameras
the Student
Building

ance coverage.
Hranka stated, "Times have changed and
investments have gone tip in

Hra n k a

he 1 ieved
the insurance policy
and security
is a high
priority hut

the Operating Procedures
Agreement and the expansion
of the Student Union Building

do have higher ranking on
their to-do-list. Hranka said
that it should be the responsibility of the vice-president of

Finance for WLUSU to take
care of the task. Hranka also
stated a new person was just
hired for that position on
September 19th and needs a
little bit of time to get settled
in first before undergoing any

tasks.
There are ideas being discussed about installing surveillance cameras in the Student
Union Building at a cost of
approximately $300.00 based
on a model at Mohawk
College. Yet, Hranka feels
since he was introduced to
Laurier as the Manager of
Business and Operations in
January 1990, security has not
been a big problem which

reflects well with people at
Laurier.

Security shortage
linked to thefts
ANDREW "IRV" HOPPER
Cord News
Have you had something stolen from you
recently ? Peter Jorg, acting Chief of
Security, stated in a brief interview on
Monday, "In a short period of time they
(the recent thefts) are more than what we
have exjxirienced in the past."
With four thefts over $1000.00 and
ten thefts under $1000.00 over the summe r Jorg said, "I don't consider
the thefts an unusually high
number over a three month
period. However it's more
than we have had at Laurier
over a summer time." Jorg also
stated, "We tried in the summer
time, when people were on
vacation, to supplement staff
shortages with student security.
It was more for the officers

safety than anything else." Jorg
stated that the summer months
are more vulnerable for campus
security due to lack of staffing;
however less people are on
campus.
Now that the security is

back to full force, officers and
patrollers have just recently split
up so one officer is outside and
one is inside the buildings.
That way they are able to have
lxitter coverage on campus than
previously.
Jorg mentioned, "A lot of the
thefts that we have during the
school year are out of the
library from peoples wallets and
knapsacks left unattended at
desks. Most of these types of

News writers
meeting

Wednesday
s:3opm

Just come on up and see us.

WILF'S

help in recovering a computer outside the
Peters Building which was in the process
of being stolen."
Currently, campus security is a little
short staffed because they are looking for
a new Chief of Security. For those who
remember Constable Baal who retired
last April, it is hoped that this position
willed lie filled in the next few upcoming
weeks.
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How hard could that be?

thefts can be prevented. A wallet was
just stolen from the fourth floor of the
library on Septeml">er 14th.
The number one priority of campus
security is people's safety. Jorg said, "This
year, we want to make security more visible." The Foot Patrol is very helpful by
taking intoxicated people home so the
security can focus more on crime. As
well, Jorg mentioned, "Foot Patrol did

On-Campus Pub
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"Parizeau is no
Rene Levesque"

...

Says prof at Quebec post-election discussion
The outcome was also misleading in
respect to the popular vote tally. The
Pequistes only outpaced the Liberals by 0.6
per cent of the total vote, but won 30 more

LEE HEWITT
Cord News
The victory of a sovereigntist Parti Quebecois
government in last Monday's provincial election was not necessarily a great leap forward
for the cause of Quebec independence nor a
major blow to the unity of Canada.
That was the conclusion arrived at by a
four-member academic panel speaking at a
post-election seminar held in the Paul Martin
Centre on September 13The panel comprised of historians and
p>l itica 1 scientists from WLIJ and the
University of Waterloo held a "sanguine"
view on the results of the vote, and its implications on the future of Quebec within
Canada.
their
In
opinion, the

University of Waterloo History professor Don Horton said that offers "a small flag
of hope" that the Liberals will remain a force
in Quebec politics.
Tanguay gave further explanation for his
"optimism" by reflecting on the circumstances upon which the PQ was elected.
"The election was clearly about gcxxl government," Tanguay said, adding that many
of those who voted for Parizeau were concerned about other issues than sovereignty,
such as the state of the economy and unemseats.

-

-

Scientist
Barry Kay
agreed with
this positive
sentiment.
Kay stated
that he does

believe
that Parizeau has the leadership abilities or
personality necessary to lead a drive for
separation.
"Jacques Parizeau is no Rene Levesque,"
he said, in comparing the somewhat impersonal PQ leader to his predecessor, the fiery
and charismatic Levesque. For this reason,
Kay is "not as concerned" about the possibility of Quebec separation as he was in
1976, the year of Levesque's first election.
On the federalist side, however, there
exists several "credible figures," he said.
Among these are Progressive Conservative
party leader Jean Charest, and even defeated Premier Daniel Johnson who is "not a
total bow-wow," he added.
With respect to a possible referendum,
the panelists noted that support for this
option significantly trails the support for the
PQ itself. For that reason, Tanguay IxJieves
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AVAILABLE FOR HIGHLY QUALIFIED
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATES
OF ALL ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES

Monitor Company is a leading international strategy consulting firm
based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, with offices in Amsterdam,
Frankfurt, Johannesburg, London, Los Angeles, Madrid, Milan,
New York, Paris, Seoul, Tokyo and Toronto.
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Qur international client base is composed primarily of
Fortune 500 companies and their international equivalents
We use leading-edge strategy concepts and a team-based,
collaborative approach in order to help our clients
formulate and implement business strategy
Our high-energy environment provides an exceptional
opportunity for continual learning and challenge
We seek candidates with outstanding academic records,
strong interpersonal skills, and demonstrated achievement
in extra-curricular activities
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30 seats for Johnson's party.
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vague, timid
step on the
road to separation.
Raw numbers would
seem to indicate otherwise. Led by Premier-elect Jacques
Parizeau, the 'Pequistes' picked up a commanding majority of seats in the next Quebec
National Assembly, winning in 77 of a possible 125 ridings. Parizeau has committed his
new government to a referendum on Quelle
sovereignty within eight to ten months of the
election,
I lis federalist opponents, the incumbent
Liberal party , were relegated to the status of
official opposition. Under Leader Daniel
Johnson, they finished with 47 seats, ending
nine consecutive years in power.
However, the magnitude of the PQ victory
is diminished when two factors are taken into
account. First, as Wl.lJ Political Science professor Brian Tanguay noted, the Liberals outperformed the expectations of the pre-election polls. Some of these forecast fewer than

„

ratist option. This, in Horton's view, has cul-

"We won't see the referendum in '95,"
Tanguay added.
All of the analyses were not so rosy, however. Horton noted that there still exists a
crescendo of "Francophone dissent". From
the 1980 referendum, through the failures of
the Meech Lake in
1990 and the

ployment.

I'Q triumph
was only a

>?//■•■■,

Charlottetown Accord in 1992, Quebec has
shown a consistent tendency toward the sepa-

minuted in the support of the position at the
federal (Bloc Quebecois) and the provincial
(Parti Quebecois) levels of government.
Morton also notes that the number of
"waverers" fence sitters on the sovereignty
issue is large and increasingly volatile.
This group of voters will need to ha reassured that "federalism can be revised" in order
to woo them away from separatism but, he
said, a great deal of federal-provincial bureaucratic overlap may prevent this from occur-

that a vote on sovereignty within eight to ten

months would he "suicidal".

..........

IMDRMATION SESSION: FRL SEPT. 30,10:00am~l 2:oopm
PAUL MARTIN CENTRE.
Applications consisting of a cover letter, resume, and transcript are due at
the Career Services office by Oct. 7, 1994 for interviews on Oct. 27 & 28.

;

For more information, please ask tor our job and company
description at the Career Centre.

Monitor Company, The Monitor Building
152 King Street East Toronto, Ontario MSA IJ3 Phone: 416-941-9199 Fax: 416-941-9166
Contact: Tofifer Winslow
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You enter thru our subway and climb to street level to over
13,000 sq. ft. stretched over three city blocks. Take a walk
down our streets, visit our stores, experience the city....
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University Night; party with UofW 8c WLU
Singles Night; ladies win diamond rings !
Rave to KW's largest dance party !
Sinful Saturdays! largest indoor street party I
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Hands off our library
Thefacts behind WLU's library crisis

LISA WILLIAMSON

increase was possible, and so there continue

Cord News

costs.

be problems.
As the result of the combined impact of
previous budget cuts, the general inflation
rate, the decline in the value of the Canadian
dollar, and the fact that the cost of journals
increases at about three times the general rate
of inflation, the buying power of the Library's
materials acquisition budget has decreased by
about 25% in recent years.
A book need only be purchased once;
however once a journal subscription has been
placed, it must be renewed every year.
The prices of journals have increased in
recent years at about 15% per year, and so the
impact of journal costs on the Library budget
is much greater than the impact of book

Out of the $1.3 million budget, about

to

In each of the past three years, all departments of Wilfrid Laurier University have experienced across-the-board budget cuts. One of
the many areas of concern as a result of these
cuts is the Library.
The total Library budget including salaries,
equipment and maintenance costs is about
$3.3 million. Of this sum, about $1.3 million
is allotted to materials acquisition, that is, the
purchase of lx>oks, journals and information
in other formats.
For the budget year which began in May
of this year, larger cuts where made elsewhere in order to protect the materials acquisition budget from a third cut; however, no

$750,000 is allocated for the purchase of journals.

This appears to be a large sum of
money, but because of continuously rising
costs an even larger budget is needed.
Money that is supposed to be used for the
purchase of books has been transferred into
the journal budget to cover rising costs, as
well as to maintain the current collection of
jo irnals in the library.
The result of this is that there is less
money to be spent on books, and the Library
cannot expand as quickly.
But, even though more money has been
transferred to the journal budget, two major
projects to cancel journals have taken place in

the past two years. In the summer of 1992,
$80,000 worth of journal subscriptions had to
he canceled.
Despite that fact, in the 1993/94 budget
year, the cost of the remaining journals
exceeded the budget by $82,000. A second
cancellation exercise during the summer that
just ended will result in the cancellation of
another $125,000 worth of journal titles.
There is concern about the ability of the
Library budget to support graduate programmes.
As the University continues to increase the
number of graduate programmes it offers,

more books and journals will be necessary
and decisions will need to be made about
where to direct the available funds.

Student housing
could improve

Flat Rate Long Distance
35<t per call
Between: Guelph, Cambridge,
Kitchener-Waterloo

Talk as long as you like!

With the passing ofBill 120, tenant rights are strengthened

Discount Dialling Inc. 651-0380

LIBBI HOOD
Cord News

The student housing situation could get
better or worse depending on how you
look at it.
The passing of provincial bill 120 in
the summer has legalized the building of
any additional units to houses. The
municipality can no longer prohibit additions such as duplexes or basement apartments.

This change allows students and other
complain about sub-standard
living conditions without the fear of being
evicted. All rental units must meet building and fire code, and follow the rent
control and landlord/tenant act.
Waterloo councilor Morty Taylor
believes the safety standards of rental
units will improve now that homeowners
can follow proper legal procedure when
building new units.
Taylor also hopes that additional
income from rental units helps to lighten
the financial burden on first time home
buyers.
Unfortunately this change could also
lead to "student ghettos" said Taylor. A
high concentration of students in areas
close to the university without a balance
of permanent residents often leads to
unkept lots and a lower standard of living
in other university towns.
However, the City of Waterloo does
retain powers to deal with issues such as
lot size, building height, and lot coverage.
Using these powers the municipality must
negotiate pleasant neighbourhoods for
permanent residents and safe, affordable
rental units for students.
In the long run Taylor believes the
new laws will "affect the quality of life for
|:>ermanent residents."
renters to
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Being a student can be tough, but it does have its advantages, like the no-fee Scotia Banking
It gives you a daily interest chequing account, a ScotiaCard"' banking card and a Classic VISA card*
We also offer low-interest Scotia Student Loans*
Sign up for the Scotia Banking Advantage Plan before November 10th, 1994 and you'll
automatically get a chance to win an IBM ThinkPad PS/Note 425 notebook computer.
Just drop into any Scotiabank branch for full details or call 1-800-9-SCOTIA.
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The Bank of Nova Scotia licensed user of Mark.
Subject to credit approval.
®Registered Trade Mark of The Bank of Nova Scotia. ™Trade Mark of The Bank of Nova Scotia.
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Students
deniedOoSAvPer

HEASLY
MARK
PICTURE:

parental debt

MM

ROB GLOVER
Cord News
was
recently denied an appeal ol a student
A Nova Scotia student
loan decision made against her because of her parents' debt.
Until recently, students in Nova Scotia deemed ineligible for student loans could appeal that decision based on their parents'
income-debt ratio. But recent changes to the Canada Student Loan
(CSL) assessment process has removed that recourse.
Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) chairperson Guy Caron
finds this outrageous. "Having your loan denied over something
you're not responsible lor, like your parents' debt, is simply unlair ,

Does
fabulous

Caron said.
So, why should this concern students here in Ontario?
First, although all provinces have their own student loan program, each province does receive some kind ol money from CSL.
Already, British Columbia and Saskatchewan, as well as Nova Scotia,
have implemented the new review process in their student loan pro-

wealth
mean taking
the empties
back?

grams.
Second, sixty percent of all OSAP money comes from the CSL

program.
According to Pauline Delion, at the Student Awards office, OSAP
is still operating under the old review process. That is, if a student is
denied a loan because of parental income, that decision could still
be appealed on how much debt is carried by his or her parents in
relation to income. As far as she knows, there are no plans to
change that.
But the question remains: Could that change in the review
process happening here in Ontario? "It could happen. There are
always changes that are being made to policy," said Delion.
However, as far as she knows, there is no indication from Queen's
Park that Ontario will follow the other provinces' lead.

Students
Are Cheap.
up to

40% off

Trying to stretch

Return Fares

every dollar?

Students with a Student Card* can purchase their
Greyhound tickets on campus at the TRAVEL CUTS
office or the bus depot and receive 40% OFF their fares.

You can save up to

PETERBOROUGH
SUDBURY
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You 11 get unlimited free
cheque writing and
_

withdrawals
from your Bank of

day-to-day banking
services with our Student
Plan. It's only $2.75 a month.

KITCHENER/WATERLOO TO:
$22
$86
$44
$86

a month at no extra char§e-

70% on typical

*up to age 29

TORONTO
OTTAWA
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Montreal accounts,- and more.
For full details, just drop
by your nearest branch. Ask

Use our Instaßank®
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about our special Student

machines as often as you
want, and other Interac®

Loans too. (Sorry

banking machines two times

take empties.)
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Main Office
King & Erb
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IT is POSSIBLE™

Federal announcement
of more money a myth
BRUCE ROLSTON
University Press
TORONTO
Federal student aid officials say
they are not responsible for cuts to provincial
student aid programs across the country.
But student aid administrators in Ontario,
British Columbia, and the Prairie provinces
say the cuts are the direct result of changes to
the federal loan system, announced last
spring, that were meant to improve the sysCanadian
—

tem.

Student aid programs in all provinces use
a combination of federal and provincial loans,
and in some cases, provincial cash grants.
When the federal government announced
last May that the maximum allowance per
week would rise from $105 to $165, student
leaders greeted the change as an improvement.

But many provinces have now responded
to the increase by cutting back their own
provincial loan and grant programs. In
Ontario, for instance, the maximum loan

allowance for students has been cut back $60
per week, completely offsetting the federal
loan increase. Students now say they blame
the federal government for a promised
increase that has no real effect on students.
"It doesn't do anything," says Jason Hunt,
chair of the Canadian Federation of StudentsOntario. "There's not going to be any extra

cash in students' pockets this year."
But federal officials say they cannot he
held responsible for student aid cutbacks at
the provincial level. Spokesperson Gerry
Godsoe says the federal government has carried through on its promise to students.
"We can't dictate to the provinces what
they should provide."
That's not taie, say provincial student aid
officials. They say
the federal government is actually only
increasing its aid levels for high-need
students
students
over
borrowing
$7,000 a tenn
and
cutting hack on student loans to every-

Before, students asking for federal loans
got the full $105 per week, if they got anything at all. Now they can be refused assistance, or receive up to $165 a week. For the
majority of students, that means federal aid to

them is actually decreasing.
Cutting back on aid to moderate and lowneed students means the provinces have to
pick up the slack, according to Dueck. He
says Manitoba students
would lose $4 million
in loans per year if the
province didn't intervene. But that means
the provinces have to
cut back on their aid
to high-need students.
And so the maximums
go down.
Federal aid officials deny that they
knew what the provinces would do in
advance. But they do concede that the widely-publicized 57 per cent increase in student
loans doesn't exist. The actual budget for student loans in 1994-5 is the same as last year's:
$479 million nation-wide.
This shuffling of loan responsibilities
would be esoteric, if it were not for two
things, says Guy Caron, Canadian Federation
of Students chairperson.

Federal

—

—

(ion't blame usfor
provincial cuts

one else.
"One should not

he misled by the announcement made by the
federal government," says Peter Dueck, financial aid officer for the University of Manitoba.
"Just because they say, 'We're increasing our
loan limits by 57 per cent,' doesn't mean anything."
Aid officers point to a new loan assessment system that allows the federal government to give less than the maximum loan
amount to students.

Being a student
has its advantages.
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First, tuition for students has soared withaid levels. Second, he
to student loans
the
so-called
changes
says,
were the keystone of the Liberal government's youth employment strategy, but no
real change has
made.
"They say they want a better system, better programs for students, but what they
mean for letter' could better be translated as
'less expensive.'"
One of eveiy two Canadian university students is on some form of student assistance,
and that number is expected to go up.
University of Toronto student aid administrator David Sidebottom says applications for
student aid at his university are up 25 per
cent from last year.
out any increase in

Is anyone safe?
From Page 3...

attack on a 6"6', 220 pound male.
Scott McCormick, Vice-president
University Affairs and a fourth year student at Laurier, was assaulted on
Tuesday, Sept. 13 on his way home from
Will's.
"I didn't say anything more than "Hey
guys!" Then they jumped me," says
McCormick.
Due to some sore ribs and tenderness, it is likely that the perpetrators continued to kick McCormick once he was
clown on the ground after the initial
punch. There was also a boot print
across his face.
The suspects took $60.00 from
McCormick's wallet.
Although he does not remember
exactly how he got home after the attack,
McCormick ended up at the bottom of
the stairway to his apartment. He was
found in a daze by his rcxjmmate, after
having buzzed his apartment several
times but was unable to respond.
McCormick has also been BACCHUS
director for three years at Laurier. BACCHUS, among other duties, attempts to
insure safe drinking during frosh week.
McCormick suspects that his attackers
were frosh who might have been dealt
with by BACCHUS. He is unable to make
out anything but a "very vague descri[>
tion," says Peter Jorg, WLU Chief of
Security. "We were a little more heavy
this year," says McCormick with regards
to BACCHUS presence on campus. "But

performance level is up. It looks very
good for the university's liability."
There is no information available at
this time concerning the identity of the
four male attackers.
"It makes me angry. I see a different
colour of the campus now," says
McCormick. "I can't even fucking walk
home by myself."
"If I'm not safe, who is?"
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Being a student can be tough, but it does have its advantages.
Like eating pizza while completely hammered at two in the morning,
and knowing that your professor is doing the same damn thing.
So don't bother worrying about that student loan,
because you've got no chance in hell in getting any money.

Scottchabank
The only bank that serves you drunk.
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To butt in or leave be

A critique of the United States intervention in global affairs

MONTREAL (CUP)
Recent trouble in Haiti,
Rwanda, and the former Yugoslavia has
caused many journalists, scholars, and
activists to call for American inteivention in
these situations.
Now that the United States is the world's
only Super Power, it is often the sole candidate nominated for such 'peacekeeping' mis-

Duvalier regime in Haiti, Marcos in the
to name
Philippines, Noriega in Panama
a
just few.
But the question remains: Does a history
of brutality and broken promises guarantee
that intervention would be harmful? A more
complete answer can only come from look-

sions.
Opinions on the left, once united in their
opposition against U.S. intervention, are now
sharply divided. Some believe that with the
scale of these tragedies, there is simply no
other choice than to rely on U.S. military
might to restore the peace.
Although a LJ.S. 'clean-up' force might
seem innocuous, there are reasons to be
wary of such a solution. Consider the long
and bkxxly track record of American interference around the globe, both militarily and

beneficent intervention unlikely.

—

financially.
For example, in East Timor, 200,000 people (one-third of the population) were killed
during an Indonesian invasion. Not only did
the U.S. provide 90 per cent of the arms for
this military operation, it also gave moral
approval and worked inside the United
Nations (UN) to give diplomatic support.
After a brutal massacre in Dili (East
Timor's capital) in 1992, the United States
continued to train Indonesian soldiers at U.S.
military bases.
A UN Truth Commission recently revealed
that several massacres in F.I Salvador were
undertaken by U.S.-trained battalions. The
Pentagon also gave its active support to a
long list of other brutal governments • the
—

—

ing at current U.S. interests that make a

WHAT'S IN IT FOR THEM
Although the Bill Clinton administration says
its foreign policy is motivated by a desire for
democratic development globally, powerful
U.S. interests are reflected in a definition of
democracy that

Dubious American interests in what it calls
democracy are more than just a matter of
semantics. Lip service may be given to promoting democracy, but economic interests
appear paramount.
Clinton proposed to strengthen the link
l)etween human rights and trade privileges by
threatening to revoke China's Most Favoured
Nations (MFN) trade status if its human-rights
situation did not show considerable improvement.

But alter being elected, Clinton decided to
go even further than Bush by renewing
China's MFN status and completely unlinking
these two issues, effectively washing his
hands of any

not
does
include popular

A UN Truth Commission recently

participation or
bottom-up decision making.
A hint as to
what the U.S.

revealed that several massacres
in El Salvador were undertaken
by U.S.-trained battalions.

means
by
'empowerment'

can be found in
the documents of a United States Agency for
International Development democracy project. It declares American support for
"processes of demcxratic institutional reform

that will further economic liberalization objectives."
As scholar and activist Noam Chomsky
simply puts it, the U.S. supports policies that

lead to the "entrenchment of the service role,"
which keeps the developing world in a subordinate position in the global economy.

Swiss paradise
Travelling to Switzerland
LILIAN SCHAER

Cord International
Renowned tor its watches, chocolate and cheese, this mountain paradise attracts millions of
visitors each year. Lcxated in the heart of Europe, Switzerland definitely is one of the mast
beautiful countries in the world. It is also one of the most expensive, especially with
regards to transportation.
But don't let that scare you off. One money-saving option few travellers know about is
something called a Swiss Pass. With this card, you have unlimited access to Switzerland's
rail network, which is very extensive and very punctual, as well as all ships, buses, and
public transportation systems in 30 Swiss cities.
The Swiss Pass can be bought for one week, two weeks, or a full month. As for cost,
well, that depends on the exchange rate, but a 14-day pass is priced at approximately $300,
the month-long pass around $400. The pass is only available to tourists, so it has to be
bought in Canada.
At this point, you're probably wondering whether or not this is a gocxl deal. After all.
you can find plenty of oilier things to do with your money when you're over there (!!!).
Well, consider this: without the pass, a return trip from Lausanne to Zurich by train costs
about $110; a return trip from Berne to Lausanne, also by train, will nm you alx>ut $75,
But with the Swiss Pass, you can ride as often as you want, and all you have to do is
show your card. And there isn't a better way to discover Switzerland, its people, and its
culture than making use of its vast public transportation network.

responsibility
for human
rights.
The

Hong Kong

Standard
wrote, "We

applaud the
renewal of
Beijing's

'most-favoured nation' (MFN) trading status.
But honesty compels the acknowledgment
that there have been few changes in China's
human-rights situation since Clinton's landmark announcement last year that he would
not renew MFN unless there had l">een 'overall improvements in human rights.' The taith
is that Clinton has done a backflip."
DUBIOUS DEMOCRACY
Recent American foreign |X)licy in Africa also
proves the shallow nature of U.S. commitment to promoting democracy. Randall
Robinson, executive director of TransAfrica,
calculated that American aid under the Bush
administration went overwhelmingly to countries with autocratic governments (such as
Kenya), while those countries attempting to
make democratic advances received much
less financial support.
He cited the case of Namibia, a country
that recently passed one of the most demcxratic constitutions in Africa, containing an
independent judiciary and multi-party system.
The U.S. administration requested only
$500,000 U.S. in aid for Namibia in the next
foreign policy budget, while Kenya, Zaire,
and Malawi (all countries with repressive
regimes) together received $130 million U.S.
The American 'Operation Hope' in Somalia
demonstrates that U.S. interests can promote
disastrous interventions. During the 10 years
prior to the American invasion, the baital dictatorship of Muhammad Siad Barre was supported militarily, and financially, by the
United States.
Just one year before 'Operation Hope,'
U.S. diplomats obstmcted efforts in the UN to
deal with the impending crisis. During the
peak of the famine, the American response
was still less than enthusiastic.
Even when the intervention did occur, it

did not save thousands of lives, but instead
further complicated an already-complex situation. Pushing refugees into camps increased
the incidence of fatal disease.
The U.S. Centre for Disease Control and
Prevention reported that in the first month of
the operation, the mortality rate doubled, and
even quadrupled, for children under five.
Stephen Rosskamm Shalom, professor of
political science at William Patterson College
writes, "Now, Aidid has become one of the
most powerful figures in the country, which
is a real tragedy, because he is a brutal thug."
Part of the reason Operation Restore
Hope' did little to actually restore hope was
American ignorance of Somali conditions and
an impudence that assumed an easy U.S.
solution was possible.
Somalis were not consulted prior to this
'rescue mission,' and predictably, policies
implemented and planned by outsiders were
often inappropriate.
This intervention also failed because of
the lack of real interest in reconstituting
Somali civil society and building a true
democracy. The hope for a quick military fix
superseded these goals.
A UN SOLUTION
Why not intervene on behalf of the United
Nations, then?
The problem is that given its essentially
undemocratic structure, the UN would not be
a cure-all for the problems of foreign intervention.
The majority of important military decisions are made in the Security Council, which
still excludes any 'Third World' representation, and where the U.S. has veto power.
The situation in Rwanda is an example
where even world-wide consensus on the
need to do something did not lead to an optimal outcome. It also shows something of the
power of U.S. interests, and their ability to
block meaningful action by the UN.

When the Security Council delayed two
weeks before taking action in R"wanda, many
were not surprised. UN peacekeeping trcx>ps
were eventually sent in to protect refugees.
Aid workers then warned that if forces
were pulled out, the refugees would be
slaughtered. Many African states had even
suggested that the forces needed to be augmented. Apparently oblivious to these concerns, the Security Council voted to reduce
the force from 1,700 to 270 last April 20.
The United States still has an incredibly
powerful military potential, which might
make it tempting to view the U.S. as a force
to quell violent civil struggles throughout the
world. When figures are adjusted for inflation, Clinton's military expenditure exceeds
Nixon's in the peak of the Cold War.
Considering the history of U.S. foreign
policy and the strength of American economic interests, do we really want the United
States to act as a moral and military watchdog
for the world's struggles?

As a weekly feature, '/he Cord's International Page will be bringing you up-to-date information on travelling in different countries around the world. In each issue, a different countty will foe featured in the spotlight.

'JVsr/sJi Csiimtki
Location: Northern North America
Area: 9 976 140 square kilometres
Population: 27 400 000

Language(s): English, French
Currency: Canadian Dollar
Main Airports: Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver
Major Cities: Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec, Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg
Food: Because of Canada's multicultural society,
visitors are able to try almost any type of
culinary specialty from around the world.
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The Wal-Mart Squiggly
It's two minutes before 9:00 a.m. The customers waiting outside the front doors are sure
to hear the clapping and cheering of the morning
]X?p

rally.

Give us
Give us
Give us
Give us
On the

a W!
an A!
an L!
a squiggly!

first morning at my summer job, 1
found myself and my fellow associates huddled
together in the "action alley" learning the cheer
of the world's largest retailer, Wal-Mart. I was
learning about the company that made
"greeters" a fixture in every discount store. 1
learned about aggressive hospitality and about
Mr. Sam Walton.
When Wal-Mart came to Canada, they brought with
them their famous retailing philosophy. A philosophy that
has been tested and refined over 32 years and in over 2000
stores throughout the United States. A philosophy that stresses the
importance of people, and their place in the company.
profit sharing programs
Every associate in the Wal-Mart "family" has a stake in the success of the business, through
and stock purchase plans. Associates are kept updated on sales increases at the morning pep-rally, which always ends
better
with the Wal-Mart cheer. Associates' ideas are always considered, especially when they help to make Wal-Mart
cusfor the customers. Wal-Mart has empowered their associates with the ability to do anything necessary to make the
tomer happy.
satisfaction poliEveiy Wal-Mart associate learns that the customer "number one", and this translates into generous
cies and the promise to have "always the low price."
Ultimately to keep customers satisfied and returning to the store, Wal-Mart, like any retail business, has to be
go down to
aggressive in its pricing. If another store is selling light bulbs at a better price than Wal-Mart, the price will
match or beat the competition.
Obviously in such a competitive environment there will be casualties. It doesn t matter if it is Zellers or Beaver
Lumter, Canadian Tire or Wal-Mart stores like these compete with the smaller retailers just as aggressively as with
each other. Price wars are nothing new to the Canadian marketplace.
What is disturbing about the arrival of such a retail giant is the idea that Wal-Mart may have opened doors for
more American retailers. When Wal-Mart bought 120 Canadian Woolco stores, it was one American company buying
another. But rumours have been flying recently about the arrival of other US-based outlets such as JC Fenny and
American companies, eliminating
Target. How much longer will it be before Eaton's or The Bay are taken over by
company was taken over
a
160
old
Canadian
year
Aikenhead's,
hundreds of years of Canadian tradition. Just recently
and renamed by Atlanta based The Home Depot.
in the United States. Step into
Many American companies seem almost compelled to hide the fact they are based
The Home Depot or glance through a Kmart flyer and the Canadian flag jumps at you.
come here to do busiAs the Canadian retail sector becomes more competitive, and as the American companies
ness, there will be winners, and there will be losers.
the market has
Consumers can only win. Lower prices, improved selection and better customer service are what
needed for some time. With more and more retailing revenues heading south of the lx>rder, Canada appears to be the
loser. Our
stands to lose its own true identity as "Canadian becomes a convenient and catchy marketing
-
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor

1 have not read a better issue of the Cord
for, for, for, ...well, never. I challenge your
staff to top issue 5. I do not think that it can

I was

l->e done prove me wrong.
I read this issue cover to cover and
enjoyed it all. Every section read well and
looked sharp. Great news coverage, promising new columns, and right on the money
-

comment pieces - write more Lee!
it is a treat for me to pick up

my copy ol
the Cord and not have read any oi it before
hand. I'm ready and waiting for issue 6. By
the way, where is Bored Watch?
Anton Christ man, where do you get
your stuff? Actually, I probably don't want to
know. What a way to finish off the paper
-

(Jack).
Keep up the great work

Sheldon Page

deeply disturbed by the article, "The
Other Sexual Assault" in the Sept.B edition of
The Cord. The article tackled an uncomfortable but sadly necessary topic, sexual assault
and mental abuse. The article dealt with the
more subtle versions of rape the rapes
achieved through deceit and coercion. 1
would like to express thanks to the writer for
her strength in writing about this topic, she
-

has my respect and admiration.
I would like to start off with an attempt to
distance myself from the "Dick's" of the
world. I have been seeing my girlfriend for
close to two and a half years and she is still a
virgin, and will probably remain that way will
into the future. I have tried to put no pressure
on her to do anything she is uncomfortable
with, knowing that she still has mixed feelings about premarital sex. If we ever do
experience the intimacy of intercourse, it will

be after we have decided that be hurt by those disturbed individuals who
would corrupt something so beautiful as love.
it si what we both want and
Virginity is a beautiful thing, I hope you
are comfortable with. I have
no intention of raping her or can find someone who can appreciate it and
share in the love and intimacy that should not
anyone else.
be
restricted to the sexually active. May the
I am saddened both for
the victims of such assault victims of the past find healing and happiand abuse as well as for ness, and may the rest never have to experithose honest men out there, ence what to many have endured. Peace.
Name Witheld
the legitimate "nice guys",
who could be mistaken for
"Dicks". This is by no means Dear Editor
Being an enjoyer of both gcxxl music and
an invitation to forget the threat of the sick
good reading, I was offended by Selene
men mentioned in the article, if there is any
doubt alxxit your partner's intent, I urge you MacLeod's article "Moist dry at Lyric". I supget out of the situation while you can. i also pose she intended to offended the readers; at
least she succeeded in doing something right.
strongly suggest reading the article and discussing the topic with friends to know the Her article was an example of the recent
hazards, and how to avoid or escape them. I trash the Cord has been publishing since the
would hope, though, that women will not departure of Mark Hand.
I suppose it was not her fault that she was
run from an honest attempt at friendship or
not allowed to take pictures. She could have,
romance by a seemingly nice individuals
because some perverts noticed that nice guys however, compensated by writing an intellidon't always finish last. To quote a decision gent, well-researched article. She felt the
reached by a panel of female friends, "some show was marred by her "longing to shoot
pictures". It was also a futile waste of time to
men aren't pigs."
those
men
out
who
read
the
arti"not mention the name of the club" when it
To
there
cle and asked themselves the same questions wasincluded in the title. She also complained
about the younger crowd. Two words:
that have been churning my gut, you are
probably not a pervert because you treat a DON'T GO! She could have attended the
person with the same respect that "Dicks" of previous Moist engagement on August Bth, a
the world feign. There are still many good licensed show. (She also could have stayed
and decent people in this world, I hope they in the licensed area where people such as
Continued Page 12...
can find happiness with each other and not
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Enviro tip #6:

MORE LETTERS....
the architectural styles on campus. Everyone has differing
opinions about "what this campus needs". However, few
realize the most important factor in these decisions money.
"Cutting-edge creative architecture" is possible for University
campus designs; but is it desirable? It would l)e difficult to
justify an abstract building design during these times of fiscal
restraint. The majority of the funding for this building (probably the most aesthetically pleasing structure on campus) has
come through government grants something that, conceivably may never happen again. We should consider ourselves
fortunate to have received this funding it could just as easily have gone to another institution.
In soliciting funds to complete this project, I am constantly reminded that donors wish to feel that their contribution
will be welcomed. I assure them on behalf of the
Departments of Development and Alumni Affairs, and the

myself thoroughly enjoyed David Usher and the rest of the
guys, instead of feeling old.) MacLeod said that everyone she
knows hates Moist and that is why she likes them. If eveiylxxly hates Moist, why did they play to packed houses twice
in the span of one month?
She neglected to open the ccl case to obtain the name of
"the spasmoid on guitar". Further, she assumed that the
hand played all the songs from their album, Silver. You
know what they say, to "assume" makes an ass.... She is
correct that "Silver" and "Push" were the biggest crowdpleasers, but why did she neglect the two new songs, the
electrifying version of "Machine Punch Through", the
inspired version of The Rolling Stones' "Miss You", etc?
Selene MacLeod said she should have saved herself the
price of admission; the Cord should save it's reputation and
deny such journalists the opportunity to babble inane clril>
ble.

Don't use plastic straws.
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Departments of Psychology, Biology, Physics and
Computing, and Chemistry that their gifts to our campus are
necessary and will be graciously received.

Jen Billows

I invite the students of this campus

to

This letter is in response to the article entitled "Laurier
Centre" and found on the front page of last week's issue.
The article was intended to be a "sneak pieview" of the new
Science Building. However, as the Development Officer

hired with the responsibility of soliciting funding for this
building, I was dismayed to read such statements as "Aside
from these few grandiose features, there's not a whole lot to
see in the building." Some of the interesting features of this building surprisingly are not to be
seen, but rather work continuously behind the
scenes. There is an elaborate air exchange system
installed to ensure the safety of the buildings' occupants. The design and layout of the floor space was
io allow for the optimal balance of much needed
laboratory space with teaching and lecturing facilities. I believe there are many things "worth" seeing
in our new building and I would submit that the
facilities open to students in January 1995, will be
"state-of-the-art" relative to the conditions these disciplines have been forced to endure over the past
years. For some of the faculty of this institution the
building on the corner of King and Bricker represents ten, even twenty years of work. These individuals have worked to ensure that the Science
building provides an opportunity for Science students, as well as other students, to receive the quality education for which Laurier is known.
There have been many discussions regarding

BeM Face Forumd
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enjoy this new

educational facility; to thank our administration for seeking
and obtaining the necessary government funding and to
gratefully acknowledge the donations received from students, parents, faculty, staff, corporations and foundations.
Mark Rittinger
Development Officer
Office of Development and Alumni Affairs

Dear Editor

Helping You Pui Your
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Letters Policy
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1. All letters must he signed and submitted with
the author's name, student identification number,

f--

and telephone number.
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name. Letters can lx; printed without the author's
name only by permission of the Editor-in-Chief.

am 'i^^r^i^^^lMl^Bl
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2. All letters will be printed with the author's

.M^.

3. Letters must be received by Monday at noon for
publication in that week's issue on computer disk,
or via e-mail (22cord@machl.wlu.ca)

CAN BUY YOU DINNER AND
A PHONE CALL HOME...

4. Letters that are submitted on disk or via e-mail

be accompanied by a letters release form or a
signed hard copy that is delivered to The Cord
offices.

must

5. The Editor-in-chief may edit the letters for
length or clarity.

ECQfg^

6. Letters submitted should lx; no more than 500
words.

Letters
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Under-agers get gyped
JENNIFER GOLDER

allowed entrance to every frosh activity and
continue to he admitted to Wilfs and the
Turret if we get there in time to Pill the 15%
quota. Kudos to the University for giving us
these concessions (let's remember that they
have a legal obligation here).
Still, from the moment we arrived on
campus, it was painfully clear that for the
duration of time before our long awaited
19th birthday, we would be excluded from
much
of

Cord Opinion
haven't
you
noticed, let me enlighten
case
In

you, much of University social life revolves
around the consumption of alcoholic leverages. As we, the frosh of 1994-95 embark on
a journey to higher education lead by the
promise of knowledge, self discovery and
innumerable party opportunities, a great
dilemma awaits us
Statistics tell us

.

that at least§6%
of. WLU frosh are
18 or younger,
unable to legally
consume
the
above mentioned

University
social life. It's

enough to frustrate even the

best of us.
Let's
step back and
examine the

This
percentage grows

beverage.

yearly.

Just

big
picture
here, or infact
the legality of
this issue. By
law, Bob Rae

who are

these underpriviunderleged,
agers?
Anyone who

tells us that at

"fast
tracked"
through
high

the

glorious

age of 18 we
are intelligent
enough to invest in a life time commitment
by getting married. Adult enough to fight
and possibly die for our country by joining
the armed forces. Mature enough to pursue
a higher education, as most of us are 18.
Furthermore we have bestowed upon us the
fundamental democratic right to vote, obviously the government feels we possess the

school,
comes
from out of province or commits the untimely sin of being born late in the year.
I, being a member ofthe "illegal" minority
understand the anxiety facing a first year student who is technically seeing university life
through a glass wall. Fortunately for us, we
are students at possibly one of the most contentious universities in Ontario. We were

ability to choose the leaders of our country,
yet somehow we are unable to make adult
decisions regarding the consumption of alcohol. I ask you does this make any sense?
Not to mention that many of us have
been driving for 2 years by the time we are
18, is driving a task that should be pursued
by those who are not capable of making
mature lifestyle decisions? And then of
course there is the ridiculously asinine law
that says that you need only be 18 to serve
alcohol. Is it just me or is this all a little
cra:'.y?

Reality check, you can drink here while
under-aged. 1 have seen dons who will
more often than not turn the other cheek.
Then there is the of age floor mates are usually more than happy to call dial a brew for
you.
But hey, we are talkin' freedom here and
justice and equal rights. Why is it that only a
senior citizens' infringement of rights constitutes age discrimination? Furthermore, howis it conceivably
fair to segregate
more than half of
the frosh population from social
events
simply
because of age?
When was the last
time you heard a
prof
say:
"Everyone 19 must
hand their essay in
by Monday, but

HOMECOMING
'94

™

Friday Sept. 30

Pre-Game Warm-up & BBQ
12:15-1:45
@
Laurier Sports Centre

STUDENT EVENTS
Alumni WLUberfest
4:30-1:00am
@ Seagram Stadium

Letterman's Homecoming

Sunday Oct. 2

Homecoming Football Game

2:00-4:00
@

Laurier Sports Centre

Student Package

Tailgate
Party,y
y

'
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the rest of you can have an extra week
because you are younger and may need the
extra time?" Where are the benefits of being

under-aged?
Enough Bitching! I certainly don't wish to
further discourage you fellow under-agers,
and if you are of age (and have read this far)
I simply want to make you aware of the true
frustration being experienced by your illegal
counterparts. For lack of better words, being
under-aged really sucks especially when you
have moved away from mom and dad and a
whole new world awaits you.
In closing, a few words of wisdom..
Firstly take advantage of the under-aged
opportunities on campus and at fed hall.
Secondly, get involved in campus clubs and
activities. Thirdly, get to know some generous 19 year olds and take some comfort in
knowing that all those nights at home studying may just put you on the Dean's list!
Here's hoping that your birthday isn't too
far down the road.

workin'

in

the fields
GREG SLOAN

View from the Farm
Waiting in line to pay for my books, I suddenly ■realized that all that hard
earned money I made working this summer would suddenly vanish. And
for what, a lxx)k of plays that cost more than a lobster dinner? Wits it
worth it, getting up at 7:00 am everyday for 4 months, just so I could be
here now, suffering elbows from fellow bookstore shoppers?
Actually, my summer job wasn't drat bad. For the fifth year in a row I
found myself back at the campus of the Ridgetown College of
Agricultural Technology, or R.C.A.T. for short. I started there back in the
summer of 90, a bright eyed, eager young lad excited to be entering the
last year of high school. It was my first "real" job. 112 had worked in the
corn for five years, detasseling and derouging. While these are common
terms around the Chatham area, they will probably be foreign to most of
you. Allow me to explain.
Detasseling corn is exactly what the name implies: you simply remove
the tassel from the corn. Basically what you are doing is neutering the
plants in the outside rows so that they can be pollinated by the com in
the center row. All you vegetarians out there, don't worry; this process
causes no deep psychological trauma in the com. What it does to die
prepubescent kids who are paid squat to spend countless hours sweltering in com that towers three feet over their heads, I can't say. All I know
is that I turned out fine.
Derouging the corn meant removing the plants that are bigger and
darker than the rest of the crop from the field. They give you a shovel
and send you out to hunt for thus evil element that has infected an otherwise pure field. Concentration was a must, for it didn't take much to
thrust the rapier sharp edge of die shovel through your shoe, and dien
the tender flesh of your foot. I saw it happen, and trust me, it wasn't a
pretty sight.
Anyway, after five years of diis I had enough. The R.C.A.T. was my
ticket out of that the wasteland you call a cornfield. Now I was working
widi tomatoes. How bad could diat litde red fruit be? I was to find out.
Ridgetown college conducts many research projects meant to increase
productivity and efficiency in the farming community. Our particular
research project looks at tomatoes and their effect on the soil. Tomatoes
are a great crop to grow because they bring a lot of cash in for the
farmer. Hence many of them grew tomatoes year after year in die same
field. The problem is that tomatoes are bad for die soil, and each crop is
then less productive. To compensate for this, the fanners were dumping
nitrogen on the soil, which helps the plants grow healdiier. However,
excessive use ofthis fertilizer is bad for the environment.
So we tried different things like crop rotation and cover crops. My role
was to do the physical labor involved in the project. Me and my fellow
summer scabs, who this year were John and Jody, dkl such menial tasks
as soil samples (pounding a probe 24 inches into the ground with a
Continued Page 14...
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Question:

Dream about
drinking in
Germany.

How did you do to
kill time in the
bookstore line up?

bakL
Steve Rend!
3rd yr. Biz with
German minor

By: Jennifer Golder
and Marion Hensel

Neil Kavelman
3rd yr. Psych

Feedback

View continued....

about a month.
The team chemistry was thrown a little out of whack
sledgehammer), plant samples (cutting
plants with
when a high school student was added to the crew in
hedge clippers and weighing them) and leaf samples (ripping the leaves off of poor unsuspecting plants). The July. Tricia was only sixteen, so 1 guess her immaturity was
workers back in the lab would then analyze what we had to be expected. However, this does not explain her tendency to do nothing all day, complain about the small
done. Sounds tike fun, eh?
One of the best parts about my job was the drive to work we did ask her to do, and her uncanny ability to
our plots. We had two main fields that we worked in, and
pick me off in the head with whatever it was she could
One
was
a
there both quite far from the college campus.
get her hands on, be it dirt clumps or green tomatoes. The
half hour away, and die other was an hour, so 1 learned diuzy spells 1 was suffering at the end of the summer was
the delicate art of sleeping in a motor vehicle. In fact, [ got almost certainly a direct result of the constant Ixxnbardment to my temples.
so good at it that any time spent in the truck meant a
me
Perhaps the silliest experito keep construggle for
ment we did this year was measurscienceness. That wasn't such a
ing die rate of water infiltration in
great thing when it came time for
various soil types. It sounds high
me to take the wheel. Losing track
tech, and the data is actually useful,
of entire miles at a time Ls not the
but die process is about as exciting
safest driving technique,
as cleaning out your ears, without
The college is run by the
and
all
the glamour that act entails.
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture
THE
FARM
We sat for a half hour, with a
Food, so it is government run,
stop watch, and measured how
Government logic ran rampant
this
big plastic tube went down every
in
account
lunches.
The
much
the
water
throughout that place. Take expen.se
government cut back all of the summer student's pay this two minutes. I can imagine what the farmers thought
when they saw three people sitting, for hours, in chairs
year, but they still would reimburse us for meals up to
$10. I'm sure I saw a four hundred dollar hammer laying around this big plastic missile. Yeah, I'm a gov't worker all
right.
around there .somewhere too.
I vowed that this would be my last year working at the
I got along with John and Jody, which is gocxl considering those long car rides with only A.M. radio, and the College. However, the odds of me returning to the world
of water tests are not that far fetched. Otherwise, by some
amount of time spent in the field together. I liked to act
was
humored
me
they
like I
the leader of the crew, and
bizarre twist of fate, I might end up in tile field of screams
by letting me think I was. However, I was only a puppet once again, lost in a sea of green while I remove a shovel
ailer for jody, who somehow always managed to get her that has embedded itself in my foot.
And that's the view from the farm for this week.
own way, including not taking her turn at driving for
tomato
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Great so far.
TERRY LAMIS
PETER ANDRAS

What is the point in newspapers if we are fighting
waste and pushing for a cleaner world? What about a
student television channel?
PHILL KINZINGER

Shawn, Star Wars rules. 'Nuf said.
SCOTT STINSON

Wassup with Bert n'Ernie? Where does Grover fit into
this-perhaps a menage-a-trois?
MELANIE SEAL

Great idea Greg! Call it "Hickstock".
KEVIN ROGERS

This is the place to tell us your opinions of what we, The
Cord, are printing. We know you won't love everything, but
please help us put out a better paper by telling us your two
cents....or is that a quarter. You can find the feedback form at
the Cord feedback booth in the Concourse or by the Centre
Spot.
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With a new head coach, a new

playing

surface and a

legitimate

chance to become National
Champions, this year's Golden
Hawk football season promises to
be full of excitement. Scott
Stinson examines the strengths
and weaknesses of this year's
team while Jeanette Stuart talks
with Coach Zmich about life and
football. The Hawks have many
fifth year players returning for
the season, including quarterback. Bill Kubas and receiver
Stefan Ptaszek, who are both set
for record breaking years.
Melanie Seal looks at the careers
and accomplishments of these
two pigskin warriors. Enjoy the
season and support the Hawks!

Golden Hawks:
How Do They Stack Up?
Scott Stinson takes a close look at this year's team position by position
SCOTT STINSON
Cord Features
The 1994 season is one of great promise for
the Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks. Once
again, the team finds itself one of the
favourites in the very tough OUAA. The
Hawks, along with the Western Mustangs and
the Toronto Varsity Blues, are generally considered to he in the upper level of the conference. Who's at the top? That depends on
who you talk to. At any rate, barring any
major surprises, Laurier football fans should
find their team in the thick of the OUAA playoff race come November.
Offense

The Laurier bread and butter. While the
end of last season was one of many questions, a couple of off season decisions
undoubtedly made life for new head coach
Rick Zmich much easier. Namely, both quarterback Bill Kubas and receiver Stefan
Ptaszek decided to return to the team for
their fifth and final years.
Kubas has an excellent shot at finishing
his career as the most prolific passer in
OUAA history. He needs 64 pass attempts,
55 completions, 310 passing yards and 5
touchdowns to break the OUAA career marks
in each category. He has been a team captain for three years, and knows the complex
Laurier offense about as well as anybody.
With Kubas at the helm, the Hawks have
never failed to qualify for the playoffs.
Expect this year to be no different.
Another of the Hawks' marquee returnees

is receiver Stefan Ptaszek. He recently
became the OUAA's career record holder in
two categories with 154 receptions and 2, 549
receiving yards. lle needs four more touchdowns to break the OUAA career mark in
that category. Also, Ptaszek is now 7 catches
and 106 yards shy of the CIAU career marks
in the same categories.
The Laurier offense certainly seems to he
in good hands with these two.
Consider the opening game of the season,
against the York Yeomen. The upstart York
squad jumped out to a stunningly quick 14-0
lead. The Hawks found themselves in the
most undesirable of football situations- being
forced to pass in order to put points on the
board in a hurry. Very few CIAU offenses
can respond to that kind of pressure. Kubas
and Ptaszek can. On the strength of two
Ptaszek touchdown grabs, Laurier was able to
claw back into a tie. Throughout the game,
the duo were able to execute timing throws
that would make one think they shared a

brain. Before the final gun had sounded,
Kubas had rolled up 367 passing yards, 217
of which went to Ptaszek on his 13 receptions. Final score: 42-23 for the Golden
Hawks. Heady numbers, indeed.
Not only can Laurier look to the two AllCanadians to carry the offensive load, they
also have the benefit of considerable depth.
Last year's Hawk rookie of the year, Zach
Treanor, is back in his familiar receiver spot.
He, along with a batch of recent receiver
additions, join with Ptaszek to give Kubas a
variety of targets on offense.

While the Hawk passing game tends to
grab most of the attention, they can also
boast a strong ground game. Third-year tailback Peter Hwang will carry the bulk of the
running load once again this year. With a
gaudy average of over six yards per carry in
his first game, the ground attack appears to
be on solid footing.
The one area of the WLU offense that has
to be considered a little green is the offensive
line. Standout lineman Fete Gisborn was lost
to the Hamilton Ti-Cats of the CFL during the
off-season, while fellow trench warrior Glenn
Ferguson has also left for greener pastures.
Fifth-year standout Mark Ferguson has
switched over to the offensive line after four
years on the defensive squad to help offset
the loss of the two regulars. The Hawks
have also brought in the 6'6', 303 pound Glen
Gratton to help shore up the line. On paper
this group might look a little thin, but they
have performed admirably so far. Against
York, Kubas got all the time he needed to
shred the Yeomen defense. If the offensive
line continues to give their quarterback such
good protection, they will have done a hell of
a job.
Defense

Often overshadowed by the high-powered Hawk offense, the Laurier defensive unit
is also capable of very solid play. Up front,
the defense is lead by a group of returning
veterans that includes lineman Dave Squigna,
linebackers Paul Stoppenbrink and Mike
Chevers, the unit's captain. Continued strong

play from the veteran core is essential if the
Hawks are to survive the loss of All-Canadian
lineman Reinhardt Keller and linebacker
Matry Peric up front.

The defensive secondary lias also undergone a number of changes. Gone are starters
Dan Tosello and John Campbell. In are a
number of new recruits, including Craig
Boyce, who many Laurier fans may recognize
as a mainstay on the varsity hockey team.
Anchoring the secondary are returning vets
Gregg Sweeney and Lonny Taylor.
If the first game of the season is any indication, it is the secondary which needs to
tighten up if the Hawks are going to be successful at stopping the opposition. York

quarterback Parry Apostolopoulos rolled up
398 passing yards, including one 63 yard
reception and a number of other catches that
went for over 30 yards. No team can afford
to get beat deep regularly, the Hawks being
no exception.

Special Teams
With OUAA All-Star Pat O'Leary back to
resume the punting chores, and place-kicker
Spiros Anastakis back to field goal duty after
a year away from the team, the kicking game
is well in hand. On the other side of the ball,
Stef Ptaszek will once again be the kick
returner that opposition kickers will try to
avoid. Lonny Taylor and rookie Andy Bacon
will also share the returning duties. Boasting
a couple of potential game breakers, the
Hawk special teams have to Ix; considered a
strength.
The Cord
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Coach Zmich Talks
1994 sees the arrival of a new head coach for
Laurier's fcxXball team, [eanette Stuart had a
chance last week to sit down and talk with
the Coach Zmich about the team's chances
this year, the players to watch, and his own
history. Unfortunately the interview was clone
Wore the Toronto game, so the outcome of
that matchup could not lie discussed.
The Cord: What do you think theprospects are
for the team this year?
Coach Zmich: We are relatively optimistic right
now. We've got a good class of returnees,
which includes twelve fifth year players',
which is abnormally high for Liurier; coupled
with the fact that we've recniited one of our
better classes of freshmen in the last two or
three years. I think this adds for a nice mix, it
affords us an opportunity to be competitive,
ind we'll hopefully meet our first objective,
which is to make the playoffs. Of course
another variable is staying relatively injury
free, and that will dictate our overall success.
C: I low clicl training

camp go this year?

game lie did, we wouldn't have even gotten
to that point.
Other strong players include Zach
Treanor, who was on his way to probably
being Rookie of the year in the conference
prior to having a knee injury during a game
against Toronto last year. He has fully recovered from knee surgery, and has responded
with two pretty good games to elate.
Defensively, Mike Chevers, a fifth year linebacker, is one of the team captains. He and
Jerry Smith anchor our linebacking core.
Lonny Taylor, Brian Owens and Greg Sweeny
all anchor the defensive secondary. Pat
O'Leary has returned for his fifth year as a
receiver, and he will also handle our punting
and kicking chores.

Ontario was Western, who had tried to recaiit
me. So I came down here in 1983 and
worked as a Quarterback coach and
Offensive co-ordinator. Newbrough had
become the Head Coach here in 1984, and I
went back to Ottawa to launch a career in
business. I was in sales and marketing, and
while I was doing that full time I was coaching at Carleton for four years. I went to
Ottawa U. in 89, and then while I was working a job opportunity opened up here in
1990, as a result of coach Arnott going to
York. So 1 came down here, knew what it
was all about, and spent the last four years as
an assistant under Coach Newbrough.

C: What about the rookies; who's looking good
this year?

1: I was the offensive co-ordinator from a
football perspective, but I was also the
Director of summer camp development. My
job description was one that I was responsible for maintaining, co-ordinating and
recanting efforts. I was involved in fundraising and off-season development of our athletes. i was fortunate enough to be in this

Z: New faces to watch is the way I like to
think of it, because we have three transfer
students this year. One fellow would be Rob
Allen, who transferred back in January from
the University of Indiana where he was on a

C: What was your official title?

1: This year was challenging, being my first
year, and the team and myself going through

C: How did you feel about the game against
York, and the team's performance in that
game?

1: 1 think we played relatively well; people
think of York and they think of a 3B game
streak without a victory. We were behind
fourteen: nothing after the first quarter, but
I'm more happy with the fact that we overcame somewhat of a stage fright type of scenario, and that we came back and played our
type of football and won the game. We do
have some things to work on, but it's still
early in the season. I think York is good, and
deserves some credit. 1 think we beat a good
football team.

1: There are some obvious ones that people

full scholarship. He's playing linebacker for
us. Nick Banbury, a two year starter at the
University of Guelph, is a much needed addition to shore up our defensive line. Key
Freshmen out of high school are Andy
Bacon, Chris Smitts, Nathan Haines, and Steve
Jullian. Craig Boyce, who's starting at free
safety for us, has spent the previous two
years on the hockey team.

environment, and learning a lot about being a
Head Coach in CIAU, because our Head
Coach, Coach Newbrough, was also the
Director of Atheletics. This was the last
school in the country to have a dual role; so
because of his numerous responsibilities at
the Directorship level, I assumed a lot of
responsibilities that a normal Head Coach
would be doing behind the scenes. So I was
fairly well groomed for this position.

C: He had a tough year last year, eh?

•

•
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Z: I honestly think there are going to be
strong teams from Toronto, Western, Guelph,
and Waterloo. If I was going to offer outright
predictions, I would say that the teams that
have been competing in the playoffs for the
last two or three years are going to be the
contending teams. I think the team to beat
from our perspective is not to beat ourselves.
I'm confident in our group, and that we will
control our destiny, with a couple of breaks
here and there.

C: How do you like the new turf?

C: Who would you say are your key players
this year, who you would consider to be the
Ixicklxme of the team?
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long time and really having only been here
for four previous years, the tendency is to
compare your current edition to the previous
two or three years. I think we're going to find
out this weekend if we still have some question marks and how we have to address
them. I think potentially we can challenge for
a conference title, and we have done tiiat for
many years. There are a couple of key things
that will dictate how successful we'll be.
Number one, at the end of the regular season
how healthy we are; and number two how
healthy our opposition is. 1 think that there
are some evenly matched teams in this particular conference. We'd like to get a home
playoff, I think the atmosphere is great here. 1
think there's going to be a double header in
the Sky Dome, with the four playoff teams,
and the two teams advancing from that, the
one with the best record will host the East
Cup Championship final; so I'd like to do that
here. If the first game's attendance is any indication, which I thought was outstanding, we
can certainly have an advantage if we're hosting a playoff game.

being an offensive co-ordinator: taking care
of equipment, accommodation, meals, registration, things of that nature. It was taxing, the
first one is always a memorable one. From a
team perspective it was no different than previous years. We came out of it relatively injury
free.

a National Championship; the other was last
year, when, after the miscue on the goal line,
at least ten or twelve of our players went up
and consoled him (Hwang). So there was
never any finger pointing. In that particular
game we turned the ball over six times. Peter
had something like a hundred and forty yards
of rushing. If he hadn't of had the kind of

C: Who do you think the team has to heat this

1: I laving not been the head coach here for a

practice on two different fields. There was a
lot of things that I learned outside of just

Z: I've talked to many people and they ask
me what are two of the more positive things
in my coaching experience. One was winning

structured motivator. I don't go
through scripts and read Vince Lombardi
books. I think if you put the commitment in,
players and the people around you see that
you're committed to a goal, which is the
same goal that they have.
ten as a

C: How does the team match up this year to
previous years?

a transition; not the same type of transition as
if a candidate from the outside came in and
had to learn all kinds of new things. With the
turf still undergoing installation we had to

know about. Bill Kubas, our fifth year quarterback, is veiy good, and also a very good
leader; he provides an intangible in that
respect. I liken him to a player-coach; he's
worked under my guidance specifically on
offense, so I can let him handle numerous
tasks. He's a key asset. In the first game,
Stefan Ptaszek broke two career records on
Saturday: career receptions and yardage in
the OUAA. Should he stay healthy, he'll break
National records in those categories too. Peter
I lwang, a third year tail back, offers us a running start out of the back field. He's a hardnose runner, even though we're not a run oriented team. He's a good receiver out of the
back field, and he's just a tough individual.

tion. I think that it's not a dictatorship, there's
a lot of input from all levels of our organization. I'm a pretty intense individual on the
field, but when 1 leave it's a different game. I
would probably weight myself a six out of

C: Tell me about your previous coaching
rience. Why dicl you become a coach?

expe-

Z: When I finished trying out for Toronto after
my last year in college, the last thing I wanted
to clo was coach. 1 still wanted to play. 1 was
in Ottawa and coach Knight was down here,
in his last year; he'd coached with coach
Newbrough for 15 or 16 years here at Laurier.
So there was a job opportunity down here. I
didn't know much about Wilfrid Laurier. The
only school I knew about in Southern

C: Now that you have taken the helm, is there
anything yon plan to do differently? What is
your personal coaching style?

Z: Certainly each and every one of us lias a
different style of managing. I think that
coaching at the collegiate level is one where
you're more than just a coach; you're interacting with your players, they're student athletes.
1 demand the best out of them; we set high
standards here, but they were set long before
my arrival. Laurier has a great winning tradi-

Z: There's a stigma that's been attached to
artificial turf, that there's an increased potential for injury; but there really is no hard conclusive evidence that supports that argument.
On the contrary we practice, especially in this
climate here, on natural grass in September
and October in less than optimal conditions.
We've got potholes, it's dried up. We had
more injuries on natural grass because of the
arid temperatures than we did practicing on
the turf this past week. This particular prcxluct is less abrasive, it's soft, it doesn't have the
traditional asphalt base; it's a rubberized base,
so it's quite spongy. In terms of the style of
play, I enjoy it very much and I think it's
good from a fan's perspective because it
increases the speed of the game. Weather
conditions are no longer a big variable in
terms of a football game.
C: What is your background?

1: I'm from Ottawa originally, attended
University of Ottawa, studied in Social
Sciences at U of O, and played quarterback.
We went to the Vanier Cup in 1980, and got
our butts kicked by Alberta. It was an experience, like everything else is in life. My last
year I was fortunate enough to be an All
Canadian there, and win the Hec Crighton
Award for outstanding player. Then I had a
brief tryout for Toronto and Ottawa in the
CFL, (when I say brief, they were brief; they
were days).
That didn't work out, but I
wasn't devastated by it either.

Kubas and
Ptaszek
Laurier's Golden Boys Gun For Immortality
MELANIE SEAL

a
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direct individual accomplishment toward organizational objectives. It is the
that
fuel
alio w s
common
people

I

B

to universities across the nation.

Stefan I'taszek instantly conies to mind as
a Hawk who has left his mark, in the game
against York, I'taszek blew away the Ontario
Universities Athletic Association record for
receiving yardage, breaking Mark Magee's
thirteen year record with the University of
Toronto Blues. Before the Toronto game,
I'taszek holds 149 career receptions, needing
only thirteen more to beat the CIAIJ record
set by Bill Mclntyre of St. Francis Xavier with
161 receptions.
Bui lo his fans, Ptaszek is a demi-god.
At one game, cries of "go, go gadget
arms", followed by a "that boy can

catch", can be heard before th<
crowd goes wild. Can he beat the
CIAIJ record? "1 know he can..but
they don't think about stats, all
that's thought about is Vanier"
said Student President Ralpl
Spoltore. About Ptaszek, York
coach Tom Arnott told the
Kitchener-Waterloo Record, "We
tried everything to stop him. We
should have kidnapped him and
thrown him in the trunk of my car." No
way Arnott, he's ours, and a treasure like
this is kept well guarded.
But it takes two to make a play, and this
brings us to Laurier's other demi-god: quarterback Bill Kubas. Kubas is himself about to
become a record breaker. He currently holds
46 touchdowns, and needs only five more to
break the OUAA record held by Dan Feraday
of the IJ of T Blues, set in the early eighties.
When I suggested that he make these five
touchdowns at the Toronto game to rub salt
into the wounds of Toronto alumnus, he
laughed and said, "I'd really like it to happen
at homecoming...but that would be really
interesting."

Go Mawksl

_
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Kubas has seen a lot of changes come to
the team, a new coach, and the turf at his
home stadium. When asked about the astroturf, Kubas replied, "I think it's better because
we don't really run the ball that much, we are
considered a finesse offense., with the better
footing... we can go a little quicker."
When asked about how
he handles his nerves
with all this pressure,
Kubas said he
didn't think of statistics.

"You do
what you have

do, and the
fall into
place." Kubas
told me he
chose to come
to

stats

to
Laurier
because, "when I
came and visited
and everything was
nice and small, I met the
guys on the team, and they
seemed to want to get to know you; everywhere you walked on campus you saw
someone you knew."
This is what makes Ptaszek and Kubas
such great players. They are not on the field

'J% IUS i1

||

,

if' T

chase statistics. It's not a quest for personglory.
They want the team to excel, for the
al
team to go once again to another Vanier Cup.
Maybe they are more than the "common
men" on that 'Teamwork' poster in the football house, but they are definitely united with
every other Hawk on the turf to create some
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Laurier Golden Hawks
1994
Football Schedule
York
at Toronto
at Guetph
Western
McMaster
at Waterloo
Windsor

FI

fifth year vet."

very

Oct 29
Nov 5
Nov 12
Nov 19

',

'

bers of the
Laurier Golden
Hawks football team
have become very familiar
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Two mem-

Assuming that he played as wee
«affer, it was shocking to hear that
Kubas started playing in grade thirteen. "1 always used to play touch
football," he says, "then my friends
iX)thered me to go try out for the
team. I didn't really think I was
good enough."
Being "g(X>d enough" should never
nave been a concern for Kubas.
After receiving the "rookie of the Year"
award, he and the Golden Hawks went to
the Vanier Cup finals, the CIAU's "Nobel
Prize" for football. When asked how the
young and basically unseasoned player performed at the Skydome, Spoltore said quickly, "The guy was incredible. lie played like a

:

results."
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Kubas came to Laurier from Brampton's
St. Thomas Aquinas, although didn't expect
to play in his first year. As fate would have it,
the then QB got injured, Kubas played the
season, and was CIAU rcx>kie of the year in
1990. Cord articles of Kubas' initial games
report of his "nin and gun" style, and his ability to release the hall at the last possible

On the cork hoard of the football house,
there is a sign entitled "Teamwork". It reads,
"Teamwork is the ability to work together
toward a common vision. The ability to

Sat Sept. 10
Sat Sept. 17
Sat Sept 24
Sat Oct I
Thurs Oct 6
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Hawk machine
picking up steam
Laurier defeats defending Vanier champs Toronto infirst major test ofthe season
ADRIAN OSBORNE
Cord

Laurier's next possession
by another field goal by

Sports

Oh, how sweet revenge is!
Last year Toronto twice beat
Laurier in OUAA football but
on Saturday the Golden

Anastasakis. This finished
off a drive highlighted by a
spectacular diving catch by
Treanor after Kubas had
been flushed out of the
pcxket.
Toronto's offense fizzled
after their touchdown and
they quickly gave the ball
back to Laurier, usually in
good field
position
because of anemic punts
by the Blues kicking
squad.

Hawks handled the defending
national champion Blues 2617 at Varsity Stadium.
Last week coach Zmich
cited two key areas of the
game that would play big in
deciding the
outcome,
turnovers and special teams.
He was right on both counts.
The Hawk special teams held
the vaunted Blues punt
returners in check and they
were able to keep the
turnovers even by forcing a
couple of late Varsity fumbles.
Golden Hawk quarterback
Bill Kubas, who earned
OUAA athlete of the week
honours for his opening game
performance against York,
had another big game witli
354 passing yards. He is now
only 309 yards short of the
OUAA career passing record.
Stefan Ptaszek continued
his sprint towards the top of
the CIAU record books with
253 all-purpose yards, including 122 receiving yards on
five catches. He is now seven
receptions and 106 yards short
of the career CIAU records in

On the Hawks next possession, they tried for a

fourth straight successful
field goal. However the
snap was high and the
holder, Ptaszek, improvised. He was forced out
to his left and then tried a
touchdown pass down the
field to his right, into a
pack of players. Kick
McCausland,
returner
whose nickname after this
play should lie "brain of a
Squirrel", caught the ball
on his own one yard line
and was immediately tackled by a gang of Hawk
players. If McCausland
had just knocked the ball
down the Blues would
have had much better field
position. A few plays later
Toronto punted the ball
away, all the way to their
own 23 yard line. The
Hawks just ran the ball up
the middle, letting the
clock run as much as possible and then on third

lx)th

categories.
As for the game itself,
there was no scoring by either
side in the first quarter, but
Laurier dominated field position with some impressive
On
individual efforts.
Laurier's second drive, Zach
Treanor pulled in a 38 yard
reception. The next drive featured Peter Hwang who
gained over 50 yards on the
ground and in the air.
Meanwhile, when Toronto
had the ball, Laurier's defense,
led by Mike Chevers with a
sack, put pressure on Toronto
quarterback Mario Sturino,
keeping the Blues pinned in
their half all quarter. This led to the first
score of the game.
Early in the second quarter, Toronto punted from inside their own 30 yard line.
Ptaszek watched the ball bounce and let his
blockers set up in front of him, then ran 65

yards for the touchdown. Real highlight film
stuff
On Toronto's following series, highlighted
by two big plays from Glenn "the Squirrel"
McCausland, the Blues penetrated deep into
Lauder's zone. But as would happen almost
all game long, the Golden Hawk defense
Ixxame very stingy inside their own 15 yard
line. Credit the defense for stepping up
when needed throughout the aftern(X)n. The
Blues had to settle for a field goal.
Ptaszek led the Hawks to their second
score of the game with a 52 yard reception
from Kubas, whose timing throws frustrated
Toronto's cornerbacks all game long. Laurier
placekicker Spiros Anastakis finished the
drive off with his first of four field goals on
the day.
Just before half time, special teams let the

down Anastasakis kicked

his fourth field goal of the
game making the score 2617 in Laurier's favour.
On Toronto's final drive

QB Sturino got hurt with

Blues back in the game. After a Laurier punt
reception was fumbled, Toronto, starting with
excellent field position, again drove deep into
Hawk territory. The defense would bend but
it would not break, this time helped by a
Ethan Gufca sack on Toronto QB Sturino. The
Blues managed only a field goal. On the
next series by the Blues, they scored their
second field goal in the last three minutes of
the half, making the half time score Laurier
10, Toronto 9.
The third quarter, much like the first, was
played primarily on Toronto's end of the field.
With 1:11 left in the quarter, Gufca recovered
a David Richer fumble on Toronto's 48 yard
line. Hwang capped off the ensuing drive,
featuring more Kubas timing throws, with a
short am to the end zone at the end of the
quarter.
While turnovers had cost the Hawks dearly in their meetings with the Blues last year,
this game saw the ball bouncing the other
way. A fourth quarter fumble by the Weasel,
er. the Squirrel, led to another Anastakis kick
that gave the Hawks some breathing room at

20-9.
On the next series, Laurier's defense gave
up their only major of the game with a TD
reception by Toronto receiver Scott Symons.
The Blues coaching staff wisely decided to go
for the two point conversion which if successful would put them down by just three
points. It was. They were.
The lead was increased to six points on

Hawks
-

suspected pulled groin, the
extent of which is still
unknown, that forced him
out of the game eliminating any chance Toronto
had of coining back. For Toronto's sake,
hopefully the injury is not serious because the
veteran is needed to lead the younger inexperienced team.
Next week the Hawks visit Guelph to face
the Gryphons in another game leading up to
what should lie the game of the year, Western
at Laurier, which will be played on
Homecoming Weekend.

Week

O'The

LONNY TAYLOR Football
Lonny had an absolutely oustanding game
against the Varsity Blues on Saturday. The
fourth year defensive back had the task of
defending All-Canadian wideout Glenn
MacCausland. Taylor held "the Squirrel" to
only 68 yards receiving on five catches, playing a large part in the Hawks first win over
Toronto in three seasons.

a

GIGI CIGNINI Soccer
Gigi came through in the clutch agaiast
McMaster on Saturday as she scored the only
goal in the game. Hi is gave the Hawks a 1-0
win and a lot of momentum going into their
game this week against Waterloo.
•
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"JOIN THE FIRM"
Get Fit In Canada's Top Club!

Male or female, if you want to lose weight or tone-up, we are the only
people to see. Staffed by university physical education graduates who
have been professionally trained to guarantee you look your very best.
For the most in facilities, the best equipment in the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.

STUDENT
SPECIAL

|Qy

GOOD LIFE

CLUB

159 KING STREET WEST, KITCHENER (519) 744-6262
140 COLUMBIA STREET WEST, WATERLOO (519) 747-1044

GOOD LIFEFOR WOMEN
1253 KING STREET EAST, KITCHENER

(519) 576-7744

In Brief...
ugly uniforms

On horrible injuries,
and other sporty thoughts

The more and more you think about it, you
can't help but realize that the suspension is
a joke....The most sought after player right
now in the NHL could be disgruntled
Ottawa sophmore Alexei Yashin. He is a
future star playing for what could be hockey's worst run franchise.
...MORE FOOTBALL.. Were last Sunday's
NFL uniforms ugly or what? The only
things missing were the Red Grange leather
helmets....The media and Argo coaching
staff seems to be pretty sold on the performance of Marvin Graves in his first pro
start. What a lot of people don't realize is
that the above mentioned injury crisis
meant that by the end of the game two of
the five members of Ottawa's secondary
were actually receivers filling in for injured
starters. Just a coincidence that this is
when he posted the majority of his
Any NFL GM
yardage? 1 don't think so
in need of a starting QB should go after
Washington pivot John Friesz. Friesz is
bound to lose his starting job in the very
near future to hot shot rookie Heath Shuler,
yet he has proven to be one of the most
consistent at his position at this early stage.
Speaking of quarterbacks, New York Giant
Dave Brown could be a future star....
Ranking up there in stupidity with awarding the Gliebermans a franchise in
Shreveport is scheduling games on Sunday
afternoon. Yes, the CFL has shown again
that they can shoot themseves in the fcx>t
more times than one would think humanly
possible. How do they expect to compete
with the NFL head to head? No wonder
there were only fifteen thousand there on
Sunday, and I was stupid enough to be one

PETE ROBINSON
Cord Sports
I had the opportunity to go see the Argos
game this past Sunday down at tiie
SkyDome. Little did I know when I was
buying my five dollar student ticket that 1
would witness the carnage that was soon to
follow. On the second defensive series,
Argos defensive hack Hency Charles suffered without a doubt the most horrific
injury I have ever witnessed an athlete suffer in my twenty-one years. From my seat
in the one hundred level I heard a loud
snap that I later realized was the snap of
Charles' leg. To see his leg dangling by literally just skin, then to have the JumboTron
show his leg protmding out of the skin was
nauseating. What was most significant
about the injury was the way it seemed to
drain the intensity right out of the game.
You could see the shock on the faces of
Argos players as Charles was lying on the
turf. This was followed by serious injuries
to Jeff Fairholm, Brett Young and Remi
Trudel. If anyone has any doubts about the
increase in injuries due to the increase in
size and speed of players, combined with
intangible elements like astroturf, they
should have been at the Skydome on

Sunday.
...HOCKEY... As NHL camps get into full
swing something comes to mind, has anyone had more second chances than Gary
Leeman? Sorry, maybe Mike Krushelnyski.... So Mike Keenan is under suspension by the league right now for walking
out on the Rangers and fleeing to the
Blues. Now does that mean that he can
have no part in the decsion making that
inevitably will go on during training camp?
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Things I

Two up,

two

Don't Get

-

how stupid everyone looks? To celebrate the 75th anniversary of the NHL,
the league decided to dress up original
six teams in replicas of their original outresponded with two late goals and prevailed
Cord Sports
fits. They looked stupid. No matter how
This weekend marked the start of the WLl.' 11-9. Again leading taurier's offense was
much they try, it is impossible to make a
and -"Jfeyor fiewefi with three
Mens lacrosse season. It was an mtstanding
Ivgmning, with the team handing defeats to apiece,, followed closely by Joe Turabull
1993 Leafs versus Canadiens game look
like a 1939 Leafs versus Canadiens game.
both Brock and U of T. On Saturday, the and Jeremy Hanford with two, and Steve'
That would require removing all the
team travelled to St. Catharines to pisty the
Gibbons with a .single.
special mention goes to two-time MVP
one
advertising from die boards, doing radioDespite
having
only
Brock Badgers.
only broadcasts, taking off most of the
sub, laurier displayed "Iron Man" lacrosse
players' protective equipment (die jock
in trouncing the Badgers 8-2. Leading die turning back many scoring
in both
for the wins must go to the
stays), and giving everyone a brushcut.
team in scoring was Andy PJayter and rook-'l
$e serration Joe Tumbttif who had 5
Oh yeah, no curved
sticks, slap shots, or
apiece. Trevor Neweli and Bob Hoare hive captain Ctete Willemse and his impressive display of bone-jarring bodychecks.
JumboTrons either.
That would be a
On Sunday. liiuder played host to the U Upcoming games are this weekend are;
o! fBiues.Laurierdominated the game, but
Cadeton at Ottawa and Queens at
good replica of a
classic
ran into pcnaltv problems and a drop of Kingston.
game.
Instead, players are
dressed up like idiots
in ugly oufits that scream of a bad marketing idea.
"PS
FAX
Last weekend, die NFL did its hit with
die "throwback weekend" to celebrate its
75th year. Some of the unifonrus were
just plain bizarre. Apparently, bright yellow was a very popular colour scheme
We know a copy is more than just a copy. That's
in the forties and fifties. Watching the
Pittsburgh Steelers battle the Indy Colts in
why we provide high quality copy machines so your
uniforms that resembled giant bee coscopies will be clean and crisp.
tumes, I certainly didn't feel very thrown
back. Maybe it was the fact that
Indianapolis didn't have a team in '39, or
maybe it was the 80,000 seat stadium, or
maybe it was the astroturf...
3. Dave Stewart's desire to play basebaH
next season
(black on white, 20 lb., 8 1/2" x 11" paper)
1 read yesterday that Stew wants to
pitch again next year, and that he hopes
it will be with the Blue Jays. Stewart's
abbreviated '94 season with Toronto can
best be summed up in two words:
moonshot homers.
For a guy who had as illustrious a
career as a player could want, it is hard
\
to understand what
exactly Stew could possibly gain by taking another kick at the can. He
won two World Series
tides, has an 8-0 lifetime
playoff record, won 20
games four times, and
pitched a no-hitter. Why
not quit now? Stew's '94
ERA of about two field
goals is all one needs to
look at to realize that the
days of the blazing Fastball and diving forkball
are behind Stewart. Any
sort of decent *95 camHOURS
paign is very unlikely.
It made sense that
Nolan Ryan pitched until
his arm practically fell
off. He never won a
Series, and wanted to
stick around until he did.
Understandable. But
Stewart? He's had his
•
shining moments. Why
darken them with another poor season?
•
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SCOTT STINSON
Cord Sports
little
trouble here. It seems
having
a
I'm
like nothing going on in the world of
sports makes much sense. Maybe you
can help. If anyone can explain some of
the following tilings, I'd be very grateful.
Here's what I don't get:
I. The NHL labour situation
Last week saw the official end of the
1994 baseball season. As a result, the
approaching hockey season could lx_> a
landmark one for the NHL. With baseball out of the piclure, the league
has the perfect
opportunity to forever win the
hearts of the
American market
they covet so
dearly. What tiie hell else are sports fans
going to watch? F<x>tball is only on the
tube on weekend afternoons and
Monday night. This leaves a lot of available air time. Will non-hockey fans actually try to watch the games? You bet.
After a month of auto racing renins and
minor league water polo every night on
ESPN, sports fans are chomping at die bit
for something new. That something
could be the NHL.
Or not. Despite assurances that every
effort will be made to avoid a work stoppage, I can't help but worry that the NHL
season is doomed. I hope my fears are
unjustified, maylx' I'm just suffering from
some sort of post traumatic stress after
die cancellation of the World Series. But
I don't think so. The problem is that
NHL commissioner Gary Bettman is desperate to avoid the situation that baseball
ended up in. Not diat he wants desperately to avoid a work stoppage, but that
he wants to avoid a work stoppage that
gives the players leverage over the owners a late season strike. In major league
baseball, the players worked for three
quarters of the season, made a bunch of
money, then went on strike knowing
that diey could afford to sit the rest of
the season out while die owners t<x>k it
on the chin with huge revenue losses.
By threatening a lcxkout, Bettman has
turned the tables. The players are forced
to make a deal that satisfies Bettman and
the owners or they will be unable to
begin play this season and will have no
income. None since last season. Only
the wealthiest of hockey players will be
able to afford a long lockout, so all the
leverage will be with the owners.
Smooth operating Gary, but is the future
of the league worth a collective bargaining coup?
2. Dressing up teams in old uniforms.
This whole nostalgia thing has gotten
way out of hand. A few years ago, some
baseball teams decided to play a few
games in classic-style uniforms. Fine.
Those old baggy uniforms were kind of
funny. Once. Now, every league has
decided at one time are another to celebrate its cherished past by outfitting teams
in old outfits. Doesn't anyone notice

down
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Cord Sports
On a breezy Sunday afternoon at Bechtel
Park, the Laurier ladies' scxcer team followed
\.ip their opening game victory over Brock by
defeating MacMaster in the second game of
the season.
The fast paced match featured a first half
dominated by Laurier. The Hawks pressured
Mac continually and the action rarely crossed
back over into Laurier's half of the field. The
visitors from Hamilton were less aggressive
than the Hawks, generally allowing Laurier to
make the plays. The Marauders were
reduced to merely a reactionary role. Laurier
had several excellent chances in the opening
half, but they either failed to deliver the powerful kicks needed or they hit the ball too far
up field and gave the MacMaster goalie
extensive room to manoeuvre. This inability
to successfully finish off the drives for the net

resulted in many missed scoring chances. The
only goal of the first half, and of the game,
came on a penalty kick by Laurier's Gigi
Cignini.

The latter half of the game was a decidedly different fifty minutes. Laurier appeared
tired and the Marauders took control. Mac's

inability to clear the ball from their own end
appeared to be transferred to the Hawks.
Laurier gave the opposition an abundance of
room to make plays and was rarely first to
the ball. The mid section of the field was
especially troublesome as the Hawks looked
weak and relinquished the ball repeatedly.
The MacMaster team used a lack of communication between Laurier players to display
excellent passing skills and create goal scoring chances. It was mainly bad timing and
wind direction that prevented at least two
Mac tallies. Solid goalkeeping by Sonya
Ritcey was also largely responsible for keeping Laurier in the game.
Despite the good pressure, the Marauders
were unable to put a tally on the board.
MacMaster did score on a free kick, however,
it was disallowed because the call had teen
for an indirect kick and the ball failed to
touch any player other than the kicker before
it entered the net. At the other end of the
field, Laurier's opportunities were few. The
best chance for a goal came courtesy of
Helen Mclnerney, whose shot strayed just
MacMaster was extremely
wide of the net.
dominant during the final minutes of the
game even after one of their players was ush-
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Fortunately for the Hawks, none of Mac's drives for the net were successful. When the
whistle blew to end the game, the cheers
from Laurier players may have teen caused
by relief as it was evident that they could not
have held off the constant MacMaster attack
much longer.
Despite some weaknesses, it appears the

Hawks could be contenders again this year.
Laurier's forwards are strong and the defence
steadily compliments Ritcey's aggressive goaltending. If the team can improve communication, strengthen their play in the middle
field and maintain a more even pace throughout the game they will certainly be a force on
the university soccer circuit.

It ain't
a sport
MARK ELLIOTT
Cord Sports
Last week it became official-the World Series
has been cancelled for the first time in 90
years. I, for one, will not be shedding any
tears for the loss of this game. 1 say game,
not sport, for a reason.
A sport is a structured activity that
involves some perspiration, a game involves
some skill that does not necessarily have to
be physical. The only time you ever see a
baseball player sweat is on a hot day. There
is very little physical activity required. The

players stroll out of the dugout and watch
the pitcher strike out the side. There is the
occasional fly ball or grounder that occupies
the players for about 10 seconds. When the
team is up to bat you might see the occasional hit where a player may nm up to 360
feet. He might look winded but there is
rarely any perspiration as the physical exertion is so brief there is not anytime for the
perspiration to start.
Look at the players that play the game
like Mr. Fielder and Mr. Kruk. Healthy looking individuals for sure. There are athletes
that play baseball, like Devon White, but
their physical prowess is rarely used and
purely coincidental. The players are not
without skills but they are based on reflexes
and hand eye coordination. An often mentioned quote is that the hardest thing in the
world to do is hit a round ball with a round
bat. Difficult yes, tiring no. That is why you

:

iJ

l

double-headers.
The most tiring
stadium to their
bus or the con(a
stant rearranging of jocks
la Dave Stieb).
The game is based on reacting quickly to
situations. Don't get me wrong. Baseball is
not an easy game, it is just bereft of anything
physical. Baseball is similar to pool and golf
as incredible skill is needed but without any
exertion. Although, golfers do walk around

see 162 games a year and
The players don't get tired.
thing is walking out of the
cars or to get on the team

for 18 holes.

The terminology in the game helps my
argument. The pitcher misses 4 times and
you get a walk to first. The "lazy" fly ball is
another interesting example of an accurate
cliche. Examination of the game itself uncovers the fact that it is full of labour saving
ploys. Comfortable benches greet the players when they are not standing on the field.
Players are allowed to catch a quick breath
between swings so they can be fresh for the
next pitch. They get to warm up every
inning so they will not get injured if they
ever have to field a ball. There are pinchrunners so that the team can substitute a
couple of real athletes into the game every
now and then.
I like watching and playing baseball, but
the same can be said for darts and that does
not make it a sport. Give me perspiration,
injuries that are not self inflicted, and any
kind of continuous action. In short, give me
a sport.

'

KERI SEMENKO

Women on

weights

Afemale-only instructional weightlifting
program is part ofthe new
WLUrecreation plan

%■

4B

PFICTILUREE
STEPHANIE THOMAS
Cord Sports
Although the weight room at Laurier is open
to all students, it is presently dominated by
males. Women on Weights (WOW), a new
recreational program offered to WLU
women, could soon change this. Many
female students are reluctant to use the
weight room for the first time because they
don't know how to use the equipment properly, or they feel intimidated by the male
majority in the weight room. Although
W.O.W. is new to our campus this year, similar programs are offered at several other
Canadian Universities.
The purpose of W.O.W. is to provide the
beginner with all of the infonnation needed
to start an individualized, healthy, and safe
weight training program. The course, which
is Ixiing taught by three certified weight-training instructors,' will allow female students to
become familiar with the equipment, in a

relaxed and uncrowded setting. They will
learn the various exercises for each piece of
equipment, which muscle groups benefit,
and what safety precautions to take.
W.O.W. involves three one-hour sessions

per week, for six weeks. During the W.O.W
sessions, which are from 5:30-6:30p.m.
Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday, the weight
room will he closed off for the exclusive use
of W.O.W. members. At the end of the six
week program, students will have developed
a weight training program to meet their own
needs, and will hopefully continue to use the
weight room facilities independently.
The first session of W.O.W. begins
September 20th, but the registration deadline
has been extended until Friday, September
23rd, so it's not too late to sign up and start a
fall weight training program. The course
enrollment is limited to a maximum of forty
in order to allow for more personalized
instruction. A second session of W.0.W.,
(dates TBA), will be offered during the winter semester if demand for the program is
high enough. So, if the course is full now,
you can put your name on the waiting list for
the winter session.
W.O.W. only costs $21.40. It's a great
way for women to begin a weight training
program safely, and it's a lantastic way to
keep fit while having fun.
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Take advantage of our low "Student Class" airfares.
Reserve your flight home for the holidays now!

I2IRAVELCUIS
The Travel Company of the Canadian Federation of Students

University Shops Plaza, 170 University Ave. W.
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energy,
Pure

Pure

fun

BRANDIE SCHREIBER

Entertainment

Cord

The Vancouver based band, Pur«.
came and conquered a full house at
Phil's Grandson's Place (mv home
away from home away from h«onei
On Wednesday, Sept< mher H 1
even begin to tell you What a' &&K
allow, and night ii was but here

goes...
Pure consists of Todd Minko,
"jordy Birch, Leigh Grant, Dave
Hadley, and Mark Hennings. I saw
them kick off their Canadian tour in
their hometown of Vancouver in late
August and jumped at the chance to
see them again. This time I got to
hang out with them before the show
and found out that they are as original as their music.
To describe their show only two
words are needed: pure energy.
They began with an acoustic that
pumped the audience up and then

!!§

Shakin' the trees
Good hHead starts things offfor the Watchmen

SELENE MACLEOD
Cord Entertainment
Panic. That's what you clo when you have
twenty minutes to get to class and you've
somehow managed to erase your file before
you are clone with it. OK, so this has nothing
to do with the Watchmen show at U of W
Federation I lall last Friday night, but I needed
to get your attention somehow, yes?
The opening band, hHead, entertained the
crowd immeasurably with their grexwe-power
energy-rock. Scissor-leaps, audience baiting,
and twisted humour all characterize the band.
I asked the bassist later which II is silent:
"They both are. We're really called 'eel'." The
band, based in Hamilton, plays the area frequently so if you are into semi-gninge (1 hate
that word, but it fits) and lots of fun, see them.
They're going to be at Phil's in the near future.
"Even the walls were sweating." That's an
apt description that I read in a book somewhere (guess the author, come on, I know you
know it). It was sweltering up at the front by
the time the Watchmen hit the stage.
By now, I hope you've heard their music
because 1 can't descrilx.* it. Take the Tragically
Hip <a cliche by now), throw in some powerful
vocals, add a dash of punk rock, close your
eyes and imagine something kincla the same
and entirely different from the above, with

some artsy qualities. Have you got it yet? I
didn't think so. You won't, either, until you go
see them.
The Watchmen put on an excellent show

—

the singer was dripping—but, you know, I tell
like I was in a video. Generally, you don't get
the sort of sound quality that existed that night.
Most impressive.

MACLEOD
SELNE

PICTURE:

The Watchmen sweatin' and screamin' at Fed Hall. I

kept them going throughout the
show with fast paced rhythms and
high energy performance. They go
nuts on stage, especially the keyboards player. I mean it looks like
they are having the time of their lives.
Pure wants everyone to know
that they have a new release out on
the shelves. This one is titled
"Generation 6-Pack", which is a sort
of protest against the Generation X
stereotyping that our age is faced
with. It is a completely self-written,
self-produced product which according to Simko, "allows their music to
be more honest, self-indulgent, and
direct." The result is a heavier yet still
groovy compilation of musical energy. Simko describes their sound as
"a cross between AC/DC and Cabernet
Voltaire

Regardless of what you call their
music, Pure puts on the best show
I've seen (in a club) for a long time.
A great time was had by all. Next
time Pure comes to town go see their
show, until then reward yourself with
their latest release.
1

September 22
Sloan is at the Volcano
K-W Symphony Fops series: The Man
with the Horn: A Tribute to Harry
James opens at Centre in the Square
•
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Theatre and Company's presentation of
Dracula previews at the Water Street
Theatre
Hedgehog Productions presents
Theatre on the Edge Live Improv
-
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Comedy at the KWLT studio
Vera Uss: Of a Seed exhibit opens at the
Kitchener-Waterloo Art Gallery
September 23
Change of Heart with The Killjoys at the
Bombshelter
The Rhinos are at the Volcano
Komik Kazes free afternoon comedy
matinee at the Bombshelter
September 24
Irish Rovers are at the Humanities
Theatre at U of W
Jeff Healey is at Lulu's
The first annual Grape and Grain
Harvest Festival wns today and tomorrow at Seagram Museum
•

•

•

•

September 25
Gala concert featuring Maureen
Forrester in celebration of the renaming
of: The Maureen Forrester Recital Hall in
the Aird Building
� The Storytellers Series opens at Centre
in the Square with Getting Goosebumps
Kathleen Yearwood with Kyp Harness
and Fletcher Yalve Drummers at the
Knox Church
September 27
� New Music Night at the Bombshelter:
Sonic Unyon Records presents Tristan
Psionic. Shallow, and Scian
•

•

Smilin' punk overthrow
54•40 plays hard and fast at U of W's Fed Hall

LAUREN STEPHEN
Cord Entertainment
It began with a nightmarish carnival-like march as the band memlxjrs gathered on-stage; then with a
thunderous drone, as if every amp
in the building was connected to it,
the garish neon Buddha flickered
and came to life.
This was how Vancouver's
54.40 announced their presence
in Federation Hall on the UW
campus last Saturday. The
show was part of a tour to promote the band's "Smilin'

even hear guitar and bass lines
sounding like the Dead Kennedys in

point where their musicianship was

"Beyond the Outsider".
These (almost) punk songs
from the new album and the
straightforward guitar-rock songs
from "Dear Dear" dominated
54.40's live set, which was fortunate because some of their pol-

54.40 has, in the past, complained that they have been almost
ignored by Central Canada, in particular Ontario. "It was Neil

-

Buddha Cabaret" album.
The album's name, and the
neon sign which appears on its
cover, are taken from a
Vancouver night club that figurecl prominently in the area's
punk-scene; it was also where
54.40 played their first gig, opening
for DOA in 1980.
"Smilin Buddha Cabaret" is a
tribute to the venue and a nod to
the punk sound it helped foster,
which made the hardcore intro to
"Radio Luv Song", their opener at
Fed Hall, seem a little less surprising. The bands live sound benefited enormously from the punk
strains discernible in "Assoholic" and
"Blame Your Parents". You could

Hundreds
offans moshed
themselves
into a frenzy
ished songs from the '80s such as "I
Go Blind" and "One Gun" didn't
come off as well in a live setting.
The band didn't seem to have as
much enthusiasm for these songs
as they did for the newer material.
For the most part though, 54.40
played hard, loud and with vigour,
slowing down only a few times, to
let the audience catch its breath
during the acoustic numbers "Once
a Killer" and "Daisy".
There was a raw sound to the
performance, but never to the

in question.

many Manchester bands, then to
direct grunge-like power chords,
and back again.
Oh, and the lead singer looked
liked Chrissie Hynde, which can't

received by the audience. They
were blessed with a guitarist who
never found himself trapped in one
style—he moved easily from a
Sonic Youth-type clanging, to the
neo-psychedelic ringing used by

hurt them.

(Osborne, the lead singer) who
said that," explained drummer Matt
"I think he meant that,
because so much of the media
is concentrated here, they tend
to focus more on local bands."
Another thorn in the
band's side is the reluctance of
Sony Music to release "Smilin
Buddha Cabaret" outside of
Canada. "It's out in Gennany,
I think," said Matt. "We're
meeting someone next month
to see about getting it released
in the States."

Johnson.

Whatever Neil Osborne's
thoughts on the matter, the highly
receptive crowd present at Fed Hall
on Saturday definitely did not
appear to be ignoring the band.
Hundreds of fans moshed themselves into a frenzy during "SheLa," "You Won't Get Away (That
Easy)" and "Blame Your Parents."
Somehow it's doubtful the full
moon can take all the credit....
Daytona, also from Vancouver,
opened the evening and were well

part two

of the Three Colours trilogy

winner best director
BERLIN FILM FESTIVAL
-

JULIE DELPY

ZBIGNIEWZAMACHOWSKI

WHITE

Opens Friday September 23 at 7pm. Runs through Wednesday September 28.
Che<k the fllmguide lor showtimes. Rated AA

5 A|iigfe-

"borrowing a little from Bergman & a
little more from Bunuel, but adding an
amiable lightness that is entirely his
own...director Eliseo Subiela whisks us
on a quirky expedition into the thickets

HHH

The Dark Side of the Heart

from the acclaimed director of MAN FACING SOUTHEAST
7
THREE SHOWS ONLY! Friday September 23 at 9:ospm; Saturday at
7pm; Sunday at 9:ospm. Rated R
1 2 With MtmberthintI
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The IX 475 has built-in video support for all Apple dis-

Well, at least not now. From July 23rd, 1994 through October 2nd, 1994
not only is Apple offering very special bundle pricing but very special CARDp/ws™ financuntil February 1995.*
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745 Bridge Street West, Unit 3

N2V2G6

Telephone 519-74 6 5 630

Facsimile

519-746-4115

are
irade marics and
*OAC - see dealer for complete details ©1994 Apple, the Apple logo and StyleWnter registered
Maantosh and Power Macintosh are trade marks of Apple Computer, Inc PowerPC is a trade mark of IBM Corporation
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There are several other Apple system
bundles available, please visit our
location or contact Christine
Simpson at extension 321 for further
information. Remember; these special prices end October 2nd, 1994.
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Sunday, greasy Sunday
KEVIN CLAY AND
SHAWN WINDSOR

for a King" as the sign out front

GURUS OF GREASE
Hungry? Low on coin? Not too keen
on "Rib o'Pork" and the other fine
equality cuisine offered by food services? This is the first in a series of
articles evaluating some of
Waterloo's choice dining experiences.
This week's theme is "Quest for
Grease" which led us to Sonny's
Drive In located at the corner of
Weber and University. Despite the
name, one does not need an automobile to enjoy the many treats that
make this Mecca of grease tally "Fit

Sonny's offers a wide variety of
items, such as the standard
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, Fries, and
Onion Rings. For those who dare to
walk on the wild side, there is
"Steak" on a Kaiser, Oktoberfest
sausage, Fish, and several chicken
dishes.
With the consultation of the
coin-operated palm reader located
beside the counter, we opted for
Fish 'n Chips and the Cheeseburger
combo. The Fish n' Chips along
with a medium(shot-glass size)
Coke put us back 6.5 beans. The

lx)asls.

HARD CORD
Hard Cord is a weekly list ofstuff you should
check out from around the Lather environment

1. New Hip album
Coming out soon.
2. Sloan at the Volcano Sept 22.
I lcx)kecl it up.
3. Shamrock Cafe
One double-rum espresso please.
Noam
Chomsky
4.
Anti-media author hero.
5. Rancid
Punk not dead.
6. Spanking new carpet in Wilf's
Makes you want to sit down, enjoy a cig...damn!
7. "Democracy" in Haiti live in your living room
See #4.
8. Tim Horton's is on the meal plan!
Mmmmm... doughnuts.
9. S'mores flavour pop-tarts
Eveiy morning baby.
10. Homer J. Simpson
He's dumb, he's hungry, he's a cultural icon, he's
back for another season.

LCLUB isting

Cheeseburger, Fries, and thimble
sized small root beer was $5.65
including all BST (Bull-shit taxes).
For those of you who enjoy the
privilege of dining inside, you're
S.O.L. You can either get your meal
to go or dine outside with the cir-

cling shit-hawks as we chose to do.
Overall, the experience was satisfactory. On the plus side, good
tastin' grub, fairly reasonable prices,
and ample |x>itions of fcx>d. On the
down side, ridiculously small beverages and no lettuce for the burgs.

BRANDIE SCHREIBER
Cord Entertainment
On Tuesday, September 13, I caught tlie
Doughboys live at the Volcano. I was greeted by
a mile long line of high school kids waiting to go
into the club. I was a little intimidated but
thought that with my Docs on I could look inconspicuous.
Some of you would know the Doughboys
from the song "Shine" on their latest release
"Crush" (August '93). Or at least you would if
you watch Muchmusic.
The.i&|Sound ip| . punk/pop mix that is quite
original TFWi|ft-=fi> compare it to something, it
would be a happy Ramones tune. This is the kind
of music that attracts young, energetic body
surfers and moshers.
Although 1 didn't dive into the pit for fear of
being killed, I couldn't help but react to the
thrashy beat and busy rhythms. Their style is a
combination of melody and mayhem.
#
High points of the show included two new
songs, yet unrecorded, that I didn't quite catch
the names of and the performance of my
favourite track from "Crush", "Disposable," that
begins with "She's drunk again off Listerine, she's
just a movie made for T.V..." If that isn't an example of lyrical genius 1 don't know what is.
I had the chance to speak to the Doughboys'
newcomer bassist Peter Arsenault, and
that a new release is planned for the near
:
If you like getting dirty and sweaty or simply
need to release some built up tension the

For those who want to experience Sonny's, we recommend

Tuesday's $1.69 hamburger special
or Thursday's $3-99 hamburger
combo. Also, for a mere 8 clams
you can own your very own official
Sonny's t-shirt (grease stains extra).

Doughboys

:; :;

MACLEOD

SEL NE

futiSp

PICTURE:

Doughboys are the band to see.

Saturday September 24
Science Fiction and Fantasy Club is holding a
medieval dinner. Meet 5:30 in TV lounge
•

Monday September 26
First day of Campus Clubs Week in the concourse!
Badminton Club starts playing in the AC 6:30-8:00
•

•

Wednesday September 28
New batch of clubs in the concourse for Campus
Clubs Week
Amnesty International general meeting in Niobe
Lounge at 5:30
Debating Club general meeting P1017 5:30
Laurier Christian Fellowship General Meeting in
Turret at 5:30
SHAPE* is having a wine and cheese in the
•

to

•

•

•

•

Letterman's Louge at

6:30

Thursday September 29
Laurier Literals are taking a trip to Queen's Park.
Sign up if interested.
•

A III ll i
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This Ontario-based folk music Irio has bem delighting

•

audiences across North America with their wonderful vocal
and outstanding musicianship.
artistry, original
A true national treasure!

•

•

Council CJiambers, Kitchener City Hall (200 King Street West, Kitchener)
*This free concert is sponsored by the Friends of the Environment Foundation, funded by
Canada Trust and its customers. Donations to the Foundation will be gratefully received.
-

•

Roast Beef

•

Stroganoff

Chili
Prime Rib Bones
Vegetarian items
Suds from $1.60
•

•

Also: old-fashioned milkshakes and floats, unique desserts!

To celebrate Community Parks week
Thursday September 29,7:30 pm

•

Fajitas
Lasagna

•

•

A Free Concert*

Tickets are available for this free concert from:
Kitchener City Hall Public Service Counter (741 -2206)
Words Worth Vol II

Hamburgers
Sandwiches

I

Next to UW in the University Shops Plaza
170 University Avenue
WATERLOO
888-9017
The Cord
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DYNAMIC

DUO

The excitement

of the spoil, the thrill regret my actions,
roar of the crowdchase,
the
the
this is healthy?
of

and don't forget the synthetic

upyour butt!
Dynamic Duo
Dear Dyno Team,
Recently, I was quite intimately
involved with my girlfriend when I
became thoroughly grossed out. It
was our usual three o'clock rendezvous, and 1 was going down on
her. [ looked up to see her face.
Of course she was in ecstasy, and
as I began again to finish her off,
my eyes caught sight of a trickle of
green slime coming out of her

MELANIE SEAL
AND TANYA VENTURA
Cord Entertainment
Dear Dynamic Duo,
I have a very important question. I'm new to Laurier, and I'm
wondering alxuit the male Laurier
students' affection for baldness. It
seems everyone is shaving their

heads. Oh please enlighten me, allknowing ones!
Signed,
"When will Harry Meet Laurier"
Dear "When

will Harry

fibres

womanly orifice. I got up, dressed,
and said I had to go. Please tell me
this is a valid reason to break up.
Signed,
I've been Slimed

meet

Laurier",
7 here is something to lx' said for
a man who is hold enough to take
his own hair. However, much also
can Ix 1 said for soft flowing hair rest-

Dear I've Been Slimed,
liwwwwww! Stop. Drop, and
roll! Oops, no-just run, run like
you 've never run before. Change
your number. Leave this ditch pig
only after you give her the number
of a good walk-in clinic! We could
delve into the wonders of oral sex,
but frankly, we're just too grossed
out!
Dynamic Duo

ing (actively or passively) on one's
thigh. Surely the marks left by a

freshly clipped head are similar only
to rug hum.

Dynamic Duo
Dear Dynamic Duo,

I went to the Saturday game
against York. The sight of the Astro
Turf gave me a hard on the size of
West Virginia. Since then 1 have
been obsessed with the thought of
having sex on the 55 yard line.
I

Dear Dynamic Duo,
1 caught my boyfriend making
out with his roommate. 1 would

have been able to deal with this,
except that the two of them asked
me to join in. To make two very
long stories short, it was the best
sex I've ever had. Since this time
we've been getting together for
more "triangular" affairs. I love
every minute of it, and I never

lelp!
Signed,
Astro Boy

Dear Astro Boy,
Makes for a great

half time show!

112

W ve y ot 10 at
77 King St.

Andrew Lockington

Dream
Independent
Laurier's own Andrew Lockington has put out a
full-length album this past summer that includes
Some of our favourite songs that Andrew has
[performed at The Turret, Wilfs, and other local

Signed,
One isn't Enough
Dear One isn't enough,
Well, the only reason

this

wouldn't be healthy would be ifyou
caught a terrible STD and your
ins ides rotted out. Seriously, we're
always been advocates of enjoying
the treasures our youth holds.
Although you are admittedly holding more than most. Sex is like a
huge piece ofdouble chocolatefudge

venues.

Andrew's rich voice and instrumental lines
dreamy atmosphere, as the album title
suggests, over which intelligent and thoughtful
lyrics stir up the emotions of the listener.
Outstanding on the album are well-known "The
Master" including a live reprise, "Angel Lullaby",
"Around the Waterfall", and "Our Song".
With "Dream", Andrew Lockington shows that
the solo vocalist/instrumentalist genre can be
more than the cliche cheeseball on stage at Wilfs
on a Thursday night singing "Brown Eyed Girt"
it is a format where he can use his talents and
musicianship to create an expressive and captivating sound.
create a

cake, deliciously sinful.
Dynamic Duo

Dear D Duo,
Why clo girls go to the bath-

-

room in groups of at least two
female members. Can't they go
alone?
Signed,

Great Songs of Indifference
Bob Geldof and the Boomtown Rats

Johnny-on-the-spot
Dear Johnny-on-the-Spot,
You guys still haven t figured this
one out. We girls go to hare pa dies
in the bathroom. Ihey don't give us
urinals so we make up for it by holding wine 'n' cheeses, and tupperware panies. Relax guys, we go to
the bathroom in groups so that we
can get together and talk about
which one ofyou guys is the cutest,
has the nicest butt, and the best

Polygram
Tills 17 track compilation includes a number of
absolute gems. Included are some of the Rats'
earlier punk/pop hits such as "Rat Trap",

"Looking out for Number One", and "She's So
Modern" all of which reflect the band's angry
Irish youth. Very Sex Pistol-ish. Of course, the
most notable inclusion is the classic "I Don't Like
Mondays", Geldofs commentary on a schoolgirl's
random shooting of her classmates in 1979
California. When asked for a reason for the violent spree, she told reporters she did it because
she didn't like Mondays. 'Hie song captures the
confusion and grief that surrounds such a bizarre
tragedy.
Some of Geldofs solo work is also included,
but with the exception of the unique "Great
Song Of Indifference", these tracks should have
been kept in the vault. If anything, this album
should motivate you to finally learn how to program your disc player.

shaped head for your electrolysis
experiments.

Dynamic Duo

Questions for the Dynamic Duo

can
be dropped off at the Centre Spot
through the week. Have no shame!

Your deepest burning questions will
be satisfied!

■

If vou've got to be anywhere,
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For Your Rural Stimulation...
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For Sale
Oktoterfest Tickets
University Night "The AUD" in Kitchener.
Thursday, October 13th.
Tickets $10.00 including bus to and from
Laurier. Call 885-3462.

Graduate Studies meeting for 3rd and 4th
year students. CTB 4-201. Oct. 18.4:30pm.

Globe and Mail subscriptions available at
40% off the regular rate. More info, at the

Mortys. Moitys. Mortys.
Morty' s needs hel P cooking big burgers
and wings, and hostessing. Experience an
asset. Apply in person at Morty's at corner
of King and University.

-

Centre Spot

85 Ford Tempo white. Excellent interior,

■

W

I

I

.

Public Service
Great Summer! Time for school but you're
worried about a possible pregnancy. Call
free pregnancy test
Birthright

follow up support. 578-3990.
Any off campus Ist yr. can come up to the
Student Union office to pick up a wipe off
calendar. Ask to see Shannon.

V

Word Processing Service. Reports,
resumes, letters, mailing lists, form letters,
,
,
,i■
etc. on recycled paper. Laser punting, dietaphone, equation editing, optical scanning
available. Audrey 884-7123.
t

r„,

I xperienced Tutor available in Math,
Calculus, Physics, German. Reasonable
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To my sisters: I love the house and all sisters wdcome lo visit mV humble abwde Jlust watch out for Gomez. Tee Hee.

By the

Motorcycle storage tor 2to 3 bikes over
the vinter. Safe location necessary. 8839595. Ask for E .
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Delta Gamma Rush event #4 Charity
Dinner Ni B ht - 5:30 Wed.Sept.2B at 230
Allien St.

Jfl
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/

Delta Gamma Womens' Fraternity invites
all those interested in rushing DG to join
us {or our Alumnae BBQ Saturday, Sept.
24 at 1:00pm at 230 Albert St.

.

1
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Toni! Where are y° u? 1 do,Vt have y° ur
number....

Wanted

A

\

M

Hi Honey! Yes, I'm still here. Thanks for
the hug. Love ya. I.

-

Drug Problem? We can help. Call
Narcotics Anonymous. 651-1121

I
I

i

|

|

M

lOOwatt Pioneer rear
great exterior. 2
speakers. Craig Stereo. Runs and looks

great! High kms. Will certify. A perfect
dent car. Rob 888-7228 or leave a message.
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Got something to
Pay for it and put in a Classified.
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to serve in the capacities of

IS cents/word for students.
20 cents/word for non-students.

COPd Production Assistant
Cord Classifieds Coordinator
Cord Copy Editor

6"hkx

Cord Circulation and Filing Manager

Assistant Keystone Editor
Keystone Special Events Editor
Keystone Grad alitor

W

m

||h

Photography Technician
Advertising Production Assistant
Advertising Sales Representative

1

WLUSP Public Relations Manager
WLUSP Systems Technician

Information Session
For Teacher Training
October 4, 1994 2:30-4:30

Paul Martin Centre
iM

resen e

y

r. osep l
-

.

d

I- L
eic

or contact:
.

K.OM. Consultants
P.O. Box 60524 Mountain Plaza Postal Outlet
L9C 7N7

I

Valuable volunteer work experience
and resume foam.
Volunteer job applications available at the Cord
„,

..

.

....

~..

„

.

offices, on the Third Floor of the Students' Union Building.
Applications close Friday, September 23rd at 5:00 p.m.

1
The Cord
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POETRY
NSK INFO:
humbly
welcomes the return of the Mad Poet) tor
sending in their work. Rumour has it others have done the same, but when it
comes to the infobahn, I'm in the slow
lane with my Yugo's blinkers on. As soon
as 1 figure out how to access the backlog
of email material, you'll see your work in
print. NSK is pixxluced Frdays, so if you
send something on a Monday it won't be
in until the following week. It's the only
time I can get a computer up in the Cord
office. All the News and Sports and
Entertainment and Opinion and Classifieds
and Advertising people think they own
this place or something. They do. So,
there's nothing wrong with that. This is
the first week real people have their work
printed. The past few issues 1 have
neglected to pro[>erly credit my work by
attaching the name Anton Volcansek to
each poem, short short story etc. It's
against regulations and I was in direct violation, but God did it give me a hard-on to
just stick it to the man! Fuck the system!
Fuck the rules! Fuck the world! I better
hurry. My mom is picking me up in an
hour. Please include your name, student
ID*, and phone* with your work. I need
the student ID* because 1 sell them to
guys who want to get OlllP cards. The
1 iallowe'en edition will feature Goth stuff
If you want in, write in. Otherwise, I go
with what you send me. I only include
my stuff when I'm low on New Student
Art. Yes, that's what it means. -Anton
Volcansek, Arts Page Coordinator, and the
guy who wrote all the past NSK stuff.

Thanks to

Josh and

to Tim (NSK

NEU STUDENTEN KUNST
The Dying Man's

I

stay in my little environment
with all the other mellow "mallows
Until...
I am set free from my friendly confines
cast into a world of darkness
Inhabited by others who know better
Who know how to pressure me
To get their point across
to grill and singe me with intense
heat.
Burning desire
And ask me if I wanta smore.
My melted, decayed skin peels away
Am I reborn
or am I simply mush?
by Josh Beauvais

Boy, Oh Boy, Oh Boy

Forever

by Anton Volcansek

How would they do it,
Nurse Charlene?

(
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Dr. Scottcha
Family Practitioner
1234 Whats Up Ave.
Wagagano, Tmginumaw

W

Opting

I'
•

Out

As of September 1,1994, you can
opt-out of your student Health Plan.
However, you must provide proof of
an alternative coverage (i.e. your
parents* employee benefit package).
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Dr. Scottcha and Nurse Charlene may not know,
but you will. Simply follow the prescription.
*

For more information,
contact Charlene or Scott at 884-1360
September 22, 1994 The Cord
•

•

NSK

Yours,

Tim Miller
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Mortality will claim us all,
Some day.
My friends have almost all been taken.
The world has moved on
To a new chapter, while leaving
Those like me in the yellowing,
Crumbling pages of history.
I want to scream.
But no one listens.
They are too busy to hear.
Their lives are too important.
The world goes on without me.
While I sit here alone,
Waiting for death to grant it's freedom.

They urban sprawl.

HNIA

\

Empty faces,
Staring out of dirty windows that
Were too much work to clean.
I used to care.
No one bothers to visit anymore.

Boy, boy, boy
Boy meets girl.
Boy, oh boy, oh boy

greatnews\
i the students can now opt-out j
V of their Health Plan. J

fy\l

Song

I am a marshmallow.

/]Dr. Scottcha,

/

of The Mad Poet

Ravings

Marshmallow

|

Warning

tU(*ents

can OP t- ut during
°

P tu<*ents 03110P t_0ut during

|

...you are required to visit the opt-out booth
located in the Turret, You must sign a
waiver form releasing the Students' Union
from all responsibility for your opting out.

y^don"^^^ne^back.

NSK INFO: The Short Short Story contest concerns a Goth motif for Hallowe'en. Your darkest tales, your disturbed POEtry, etc. Send early. Indicate your Hallowe'en intent. These pages are
blank until you paint them. Alas, the prize for this Goth contest has yet to be determined. Negotiations with the management will begin once we agree on the shape of the table and on the
flavour of the KoolAde. Tensions mn high on that question. Sorry about the email problem. I'll get right on it. -AV42

SHORT SHORT STORY
Ravings

of the Mad Poet

The Lament of the Noseless Maid
Sing a song of sixpence,
A pocket full of rye,
Four and twenty blackbirds,
Baked in a pie...

"Yet another senseless plague victim," muttered the queen, as she
stuffed her face with crumpets and
honey.
"Took her nose clean off," moaned
the king, "That was the third
servant this month!" He went back
to making enemy castles out of his
doubloons, and smashing them into
oblivion with his fat little fist.
"Well you don't expect me to do
the laundry, do you?" That's a job
for peasants," whined the queen.
After all, what if a raven decided to
fly down and pluck off her proboscis
when she was reaching up to clip the
king's polka-dotted boxers on the
line?

And so it went, day after day...
We sing about the sixpence,
And the blackbirds, and the queen.
But the dead maid in the garden,
Is hardly ever seen.

She lies there, never moving,
Like the castle's dirty clothes,
A victim of society,
And alas, without her nose...
Why worry? She is no one,
She's no money nor good looks.
The queen slurps back her honey,
While the king is at his books.
Yet all of us are just like she,
Not snooty, high-class royalty.
So be wary of that blackbird,
While hanging out your clothes,
Or you'll end up in the garden,
A corpse, without a nose.

Forever yours,

Tim Miller
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NSK CINEMA
While perusing the film press
release files in the Entertainment
offices of the Cord, your NSK
coordinator happened across this
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unusual love story entitled
"Andre". I've been too busy to
actually read the material, but
from this photo it would appear
to me that it is a film about a girl
and her thirty-pound Bratwurst. I
was immediately struck by the
poignancy and originality of such a
comcept. It's been a long time
coming, Hollywood. I advise
everyone to check their movie
listings and to go out and see
something that hasn't been done
in a million previous films. No, it's
not a doctored photo. Why do
you ask? —AV42
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Domino's Pizza is now
available to
ALL RESIDENCE STUDENTS
and MEAL CARD HOLDERS
via the meal card computer
;

debit system.''
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YEAR OP THE DOG.
Thousands of years ago, the Chinese
said nineteen ninety-four would be the
year of the Dog. Good call.
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